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The Fourth C of Surety.
Sureties examine the Character, Capital and Capacity of your business, so why shouldn’t you study theirs? You’ll discover
what many top companies already know: one surety stands out — Chubb. One of the only major surety providers with an
A.M. Best rating of A+ or better for 50+ years, Chubb gets straight A’s on those Three C’s, plus quite a few other C’s as
well: Commitment to the surety industry, Counseling expertise, global Coverage, service Consistency, and Continuity of
experienced experts who know your business. Why not let Chubb “C” what we can do for you?
For more information, talk to your agent or broker, visit us at www.chubbsurety.com or e-mail us at surety@chubb.com.

BEYOND YOUR EXPECTATIONS
For promotional purposes, Chubb refers to the member insurers of the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies. Terms and conditions of the bonds are
contained solely in the bonds as issued. Chubb, Box 1615, Warren, NJ 07061-1615. © 2012 Chubb & Son, a division of Federal Insurance Company

CONTRACT BONDS
COMMERCIAL BONDS
SMALL BUSINESS BONDS

You need a responsive Surety. You want
consistent capacity. Liberty Mutual Surety
provides both. We listen. We work with you
and your agent to build ﬂexible, responsible
bonding solutions. We’re proud to be a
leading surety in the United States, thanks
to the strength of our relationships.
Learn more at libertymutualsurety.com

© 2013 Liberty Mutual Insurance, 175 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA 02116
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THE LEADERBOARD
Merchants Bonding Company Salutes these Surety Pros
(in alphabetical order)

MASTERS TOUR

Centennial Surety Associates Inc.
Millersville, Maryland
www.centennialsurety.com

Oakland Insurance Agency
Troy, Michigan
www.oaklandcompanies.net

CHS Surety
The Woodlands, Texas
www.chsinc.com

Paffenbarger & Walden
Phoenix, Arizona
www.pwbonds.com

Eastern States Insurance Agency Inc.
Waltham, Massachusetts
www.esia.com

Pinnacle Surety & Insurance Services
Costa Mesa, California
www.pinnaclesurety.com

Fedeli Liptak & Keller LLC
Stow, Ohio
www.flkbonds.com

Rudnik Surety Inc.
New Brighton, Minnesota
www.rudniksurety.com

Florida Surety Bonds Inc.
Maitland, Florida
www.floridasuretybonds.com

Rust Ewing Insurance
Texas City, Texas
www.texasfirstbank.com/insurance

Guy Hurley Blaser & Heuer LLC
Troy, Michigan
www.ghbh.com

Security Insurance Services
New Berlin, Wisconsin
www.securityins.net

USI Insurance Services of
Southern California
Phoenix, Arizona
www.usi.biz

Holmes Murphy & Associates Inc.
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
www.holmesmurphy.com

Shorewest Surety Services Inc.
Franksville, Wisconsin
www.shorewestsurety.com

CHAMPIONS TOUR

Hub International Northwest
Bothell, Washington
www.northwest.hubinternational.com

Skillings Shaw & Associates
Lewiston, Maine
www.ssasurety.com

J. Smith Lanier & Company
Birmingham, Alabama
www.jsmithlanier.com

Smith Brothers Insurance Inc.
Glastonbury, Connecticut
www.smithbrothersusa.com

Lamair-Mulock-Condon Company
West Des Moines, Iowa
www.lmcins.com

Surety Bond Brokers of Louisiana Inc.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
www.suretybondbrokers.com

Lesron Insurance Agency Inc.
Sacramento, California
www.lesronsac.com

Van Meter Insurance Group
Bowling Green, Kentucky
www.vanmeterins.com

M.J. Schuetz Insurance Services Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana
www.mjschuetzagency.com

Winter-Dent & Company
Jefferson City, Missouri
www.winter-dent.com

Cecil W. Powell & Company
Jacksonville, Florida
www.cwpowellins.com
Contractor’s Services Inc.
Timonium, Maryland
410-453-0925
Gene Lilly Surety Bonds Inc.
Lincoln, Nebraska
www.genelillysuretybonds.com
Holmes Murphy & Associates Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa
www.holmesmurphy.com
The Mahoney Group
Phoenix, Arizona
www.mahoneygroup.com

BB&T Insurance Services Inc.
Fairfax, Virginia
www.insurance.bbt.com
BB&T Insurance Services Inc.
Richmond, Virginia
www.insurance.bbt.com
BB&T - Sidney O. Smith
Gainesville, Georgia
www.insurance.bbt.com
Bearence Management Group
St. Paul, Minnesota
www.bearence.com
Bonds Southeast Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee
www.bondssoutheast.com

Manuel Lujan Insurance Inc.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
www.manuellujan.com
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MERCHANTS BONDING COMPANY
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A N N I V E R S A R Y
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Common Sense Surety Since 1933
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THE RUNDOWN
ON CAPACITY,
AVAILABILITY
AND LOSSES
FOR EVERY SIZE
CONTRACTOR

MARKET OVERVIEW

P

OSITIVE INDICATORS ARE FINALLY STARTING TO
trickle into the construction industry. The Architecture Billings
Index was 53.8 in August, demonstrating an increase in demand
for design services, with the highest scores in the West (54.8)
and Northeast (54.4). Additionally, September construction
unemployment was down to 8.5 percent, compared to 11.9
percent in September 2012. However, this drop may not reflect
an increase in hiring, but rather a reduction in skilled workers who were forced to leave the construction industry during
the economic downturn. Furthermore, the recent government
shutdown contributed to the uncertainty regarding the future
of public spending on construction and caused a huge drop in consumer confidence.
The good news is that contractors that adjusted their business plans and survived the
recession will find ample surety credit available to them. Surety executives advise that
contractors make sound business decisions and not overextend themselves when the
market improves to ensure they survive the recovery as well.>>
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BY STEPHANIE ROBICHAUX

CONTRACTOR
SIZE
(ANNUAL
REVENUE)
Capacity

SMALL
(LESS THAN $10 MILLION)
“The small contractor area is
the most competitive, with
many markets pushing to
write these companies.
Another trend in this area
is the new surety markets
that are set up to target this
segment. Even so, small
contractors seeking surety
credit may need to take
another look at all their expenses and costs and make
adjustments. Once they
know their true costs and
expenses, then they can bid
accordingly. It is important
that they focus on smaller,
quicker-turning jobs for
cash flow reasons.”

MIDDLE
LARGE
MEGA
($10 MILLION – $100 MILLION) ($100 MILLION – $250 MILLION) (MORE THAN $250 MILLION)
“There is ample surety
capacity for well-managed
middle-market contractors
that are properly financed.
Contractors in this category
need to be sure to communicate regularly with their
professional surety agent
and underwriter.”
—Mike Foster, Executive
Vice President, Merchants
Bonding Company

“This is a highly sought after
market by both surety agents
and the national brokers. It
is also a target market for
virtually all of the top 25
surety companies. It is credit
sensitive whereby the better
credits are getting favorable
terms and conditions and
adequate capacity, which is
often more than a contractor
can use these days.”

“Capacity has increased
for the mega account
segment in recent years
in response to very large
projects being let, the
generally high credit quality of contractors in this
segment, the frequent
spread of risk through
strong joint venture partners and profitable results
by the surety industry.”

—Michael Herrod, Executive Vice President / National
Surety Director, Aon Risk
Solutions

—Rod Williams,
Executive Vice President
& Chief Underwriting
Officer, Liberty Mutual
Surety

—Lawrence F.
McMahon, Executive
Vice President & Surety
Manager, Alliant Insurance
Services, Inc., and President, NASBP
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SMALL
(LESS THAN $10 MILLION)
“Because climbing losses
have caused sureties to
be more deliberate, and
because mergers, acquisitions and liquidations have
somewhat reduced market
alternatives, the availability
and access to the abundant
capacity is currently somewhat constrained.”
—Henry W. Nozko,
Jr., President, ACSTAR
Insurance Company

]

MIDDLE
LARGE
MEGA
($10 MILLION – $100 MILLION) ($100 MILLION – $250 MILLION) (MORE THAN $250 MILLION)
“The national sureties and
many regional sureties have
targeted medium size contractors in the $10 million to
$100 million annual revenue
range. I’m aware of about 25
bonding companies actively
writing contract bonds in
Arizona. Approximately onethird of these companies has
the financial horsepower to
adequately support medium
size contractors. As an
industry, bond premiums are
down from prior levels. Sureties are hungry for new contractor business and have a
real appetite for medium size
contractors, so underwriters
are actively marketing for
new contractor business.”

“For the most part, and
especially for strong contractors, surety is relatively easy
to secure. Contractors with
a good track record and a
strong financial statement
should have no problem
securing bonds from a
number of qualified surety
companies.”
—Michael J. Mitchell,
Vice Chairman, The Graham
Company

“Surety availability
remains strong for most
customers in this segment
because of their financial
strength and expertise,
but sureties are monitoring very large projects
closely because of the
increased risks due to
the increased use of
joint ventures, growing
complexity of projects,
extended timeline of large
projects, and increased
subcontractor default risk
related to the extended
decline in the public construction marketplace.”
—Mike Bond, Head
of Surety, Zurich North
America Surety

—Michael D. Specht,
Vice President, INSURICA

CONTRACTOR
SIZE
(ANNUAL
REVENUE)
Losses

SMALL
(LESS THAN $10 MILLION)
“Small-market losses have
increased during the last
few years and will continue to increase until the
global economic structure
becomes static, allowing
for accurate construction
spending projections for
public and commercial
project owners. This will
allow contractors to make
the decisions required to
develop the financial structure needed to function
as a profitable and viable
construction entity.”
—Melissa Current, Surety
Manager, First Insurance
Company of Hawaii, Ltd.

MIDDLE
LARGE
MEGA
($10 MILLION – $100 MILLION) ($100 MILLION – $250 MILLION) (MORE THAN $250 MILLION)
“Despite modest improvements in the construction
economy, we can expect
loss frequency to maintain its
current levels, if not increase,
in the near term. Sureties
will continue to experience
losses where contractors are
susceptible to one troubled
or unprofitable job. Consequently, sureties exhibiting
underwriting discipline in extending surety credit to contractors will remain profitable
in the next 12 months.”

“Surety industry calendar
year loss activity continues
to trend negatively. Our own
contract portfolio remains
very profitable with a similar
frequency of loss activity
compared to prior years, but
we have experienced some
increased severity in our large
contractor book of business.”
—Doug Hinkle, Senior Vice
President & Chief Underwriting
Officer, CNA Surety

—Stephen Ruschak,
Chief Operation Officer &
Senior Vice President, The
Guarantee Company of
North America

Stephanie Robichaux is communications associate at The Surety & Fidelity Association of America.
For more information, call (202) 778-3629 or email srobichaux@surety.org.
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“Though our loss experience has been steady,
elevated claim activity
across our industry
continues to point to the
ongoing struggle contractors face coming out of
this extended downturn.
One thing that has become evident to us as we
underwrite and meet with
contractors is that adherence to sound business
practices, coupled with
successful field execution, remains a strong
formula for success for
any construction firm in
any business climate.”
—Bob Raney,
Executive Vice President
of Construction Services,
Travelers Bond and
Financial Products

Be certain of one thing: With our
surety services, your business will
be given every chance to succeed.
We know the construction business is complex. As a Travelers customer, you’ll get informed advice to
help you deal with it all. With an industry-exclusive Peer Group Analysis and Risk Management tools,
we’ll help you through the ups and downs of the business. We’ve been a leader in the surety industry
for over 100 years. Find out why. Contact your Travelers Agent, or visit travelers.com/bond.

travelers.com
©2013 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved. Travelers and the Travelers Umbrella logo are registered trademarks of The Travelers Indemnity Company in the U.S. and other countries.
The Travelers Indemnity Company and its property casualty affiliates. One Tower Square, Hartford, CT 06183
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WHAT NEW TECHNOLOGIES OR PROCESSES
HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED TO AID THE
BONDING PROCESS?

RICK ALLEN
President of Surety
& Fidelity Operations
Capitol Insurance Companies

Technology has been
introduced at all stages of
the bonding process—application, underwriting, bond issuance and billing. Either
through proprietary technologies or thirdparty vendor solutions, sureties, particularly
with respect to small-dollar transactional
business, are able to obtain the application,
assess the applicant’s credit and issue the
bond, all electronically. Even in cases of
more complex transactions, technology can
assist the underwriter in making an assessment by providing information and facilitating the financial analysis. Reporting the
executed bond from agent to company has
been streamlined so the report of execution
is submitted electronically.
In the contract segment, we have added
five dashboards to our systems that allow
us to manage our contractors on an individual account basis, as well as on a macro
portfolio basis. This includes an automated
16-variable risk rating profile and reports
that show our portfolio by trade, geography, industry, financials, ratios and trends.
In the commercial segment, 32 percent of our new business and renewals
are processed in our agency-facing, online
decision-making engine called Capitol
Express. We will soon be adding a fasttrack commercial and construction contract capability. Capitol Express makes the
underwriting decision instantly and prints
the bond, POA and execution report in
the agent’s office, making it very easy for
our agent partners to do business with us.
If credit is poor, instead of a declination,
the account is automatically referred to our
non-standard program for a quote.

HENRY W. NOZKO, JR.
President
ACSTAR Insurance Company

The process of surety
underwriting can be slow
and frustrating for both
contractors and agents. Advances in information systems are improving the process
considerably. In less advanced surety information systems, underwriting data such as
44
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Aon Risk Solutions
Construction Services Group

Managing Risk Takes More
Than Machinery
As the leading provider of risk solutions to the construction industry, Aon
Construction Services Group partners with clients to provide insighful
analysis, strategic direction and creative solutions backed by our dedicated
team of construction experts and the strength of Aon’s global network.
Let Aon Construction Services Group empower your growth, profit and continuity.
For more information, please visit aon.com/construction

Risk. Reinsurance. Human Resources.
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financial statements might be separately
maintained from another system tracking outstanding bonds, which might be
separate from the claim and loss tracking
system, that again might be separate from
status reports and completion information.
Under the circumstances, making
underwriting decisions and modifications
to underwriting parameters may become a
slow and tedious process. A sophisticated
information system draws and collates all
information together so a complete recreation of an account may be instantly
reviewed on one screen at one time, based
on up-to-the-minute information in all
categories. Such a system can replace the
slow and tedious underwriting process.
Stopping to underwrite an account can be
replaced with a continuing underwriting
work in progress. With such an improved
system, major and accurate underwriting
responses can become almost immediate,
greatly enhancing and improving the ability of a surety to provide timely responses
to inquiries from agents and principals.
WHAT COST REDUCTION STRATEGIES
AND ADVICE CAN YOU OFFER TO SMALL
SUBCONTRACTORS IN THE CURRENT
CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENT?

DOUG HINKLE
Senior Vice President &
Chief Underwriting Officer
CNA Surety

Many viable subcontractors operating today implemented business plans at the beginning
of the construction downturn that have
enabled them to effectively manage through
this difficult business cycle. These plans
generally have common strategies that focus
on cost reductions while achieving greater
operational efficiency during periods of falling revenue and profit margins.
When we think of ways to reduce
operating costs, we often focus solely
on labor and fixed costs. Clearly small
subcontractors would benefit from
thoroughly reviewing these areas of their
operations, but there is another area that
warrants review: cash management.
Small subcontractors should emphasize the development of their cash management skills. Forecasting cash flow on a
project-by-project basis, and for the company as a whole, will help develop these
skills. A constant, disciplined focus on
46
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cash flow will lead to stronger billing and
collection procedures and stronger project
cash flow management. The additional
cash produced from this discipline will
enable the firm to take better advantage
of supplier discounts and reduce borrowing costs through less bank dependency,
both of which enhance profitability.
HAVE YOU SEEN AN INCREASE IN CLAIMS
THIS YEAR? HOW SHOULD CONTRACTORS
WORK WITH THEIR SURETIES IN CLAIMS
SITUATIONS?

]

Throughout the claims process, open
communication and transparency are
important. This helps us fully understand
the claim, determine its validity and arrive
at an appropriate resolution. Parties to a
surety claim, either performance or payment related, often underestimate the competing obligations of the surety to the other
parties involved in the claim. We believe it
is important to be responsive in claim situations, and the ability to obtain the necessary
information regarding a claim is one of the
most frequent obstacles we encounter.

BOB O’BRIEN

MIKE BOND

Regional Vice President,
Claims
Liberty Mutual Surety

Head of Surety
Zurich North America Surety

We have not seen a significant increase in claim activity this year compared to last year. However, we have seen claim activity increase
in both frequency and severity during the
past two to three years. This being said, we
have experienced a slight downtick in the
second half of 2013.
We cannot over-emphasize the need
for early communication and cooperation.
If a contractor has not experienced a serious claim situation, it often is not familiar
with all the requests for information and
documentation, especially all the inquiries
about the company’s financial condition.
Contractors should take claims very seriously and promptly respond to their sureties with all the information requested.
Contractors and sureties should be working toward a common goal: to resolve all
claim issues for all parties involved in the
most economical manner possible.

BOB RANEY
Executive Vice President,
Construction Services
Travelers Bond and Financial
Products

Our claim experience in
2013 has been fairly consistent with the
previous couple of years. We continue
to be impressed by the resiliency of our
client base to perform in what remains a
challenging environment for contractors.
When claims have occurred, we typically
find that economic factors are only indirect
causes of the contractor’s difficulties. This
tells us that good business disciplines are
effective survival tools even in a difficult
market.

We have seen an increase
in the frequency of loss and
in the severity of loss in the
middle market construction segment. The
litigious nature of society and the problems with the financial capabilities of public owners is leading to increasing friction.
We recommend that contractors choose
to do business with a surety that has an
experienced, in-house claims department.
We also recommend that contractors have
an open line of communication with their
surety in order to access the substantial
experience the claims staff can deliver.
It is vital to get the claims team
involved early on if problems arise. The
mistake that some construction firms
make is they only reach out to the claims
team when it is too late for the surety
to have a positive influence on the situation. The surety claims team has access
to substantial in-house resources, as well
as specialized legal expertise from the
best independent counsel available. This
value-added service has proven invaluable
to many contractors as they face complex,
challenging situations.

RICK CIULLO
Chief Operating Officer
Chubb Surety

Surety claim activity is
a point-in-time metric.
The real story is surety
loss activity, which is up significantly in
the industry. According to The Surety &
Fidelity Association of America, during
the six quarters ending June 30, 2013, the
direct loss ratio of the U.S. surety industry
increased seven points to 21 percent compared to year-end 2011. This translates

For over 50 years Capitol has built strong, lasting relationships with independent
agents and principals. Our knowledgeable underwriters provide underwriting expertise,
excellent service and commitment, as well as local knowledge of their territories.
Construction and Commercial Contract Surety is our specialty.
Capitol is here to help.

Call 800.475.4450 or visit us at www.capitol.net/surety
Insurance coverage offered through Capitol Indemnity Corporation, Capitol Specialty Insurance Corporation and/or Platte River Insurance Company.
Surety offered through Capitol Indemnity Corporation and Platte River Insurance Company
Treasury Listed Rated A VIII by A.M. Best Licensed Nationwide
115 Glastonbury Blvd., Suite 5, Glastonbury, CT 06033
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into a combined ratio (claims payments
and related expenses, minus recoveries) of
75 percent. Three insights from this trend
are worth noting. First, this is a 50 percent increase in a relatively short period
of time. Second, several surety companies’
loss ratios have deteriorated much more
quickly than this. Finally, when considering an average industry expense ratio of
nearly 50 percent, the industry is not covering its risk-adjusted cost of capital.
If the loss ratio continues to increase,
less capital may be allocated to the surety
industry, leaving contactors with too little
surety capacity to support their business
plans. Contractors in this environment
may face different challenges, each leading to different strategies.
• For a contractor that is struggling and
may be the source of a surety claim, communicate early and openly with your
surety about the source and depth of the
problem. Business problems seldom get
better with time, and first options are
often your best options.
• For a contractor that has bonded a struggling subcontractor, notify the subcontractor’s surety early. Help them understand and figure out ways that might
solve the problem with minimal disruption to your job and your company.
• For healthy contractors that expect
to need more surety capacity as the
economy recovers, choose a surety with
a portfolio that is healthy and loss ratios
that have remained low throughout the
business cycle. These are the ones best
able to make and keep commitments to
support your business.

STEVE DORENKAMP
Vice President, Claims
Manager
Merchants Bonding Company
(Mutual)

The overall economic
downturn of the past five years has not led
to the loss cycle that many predicted. While
there always has been surety capacity for
the small to middle-sized contractors, we
have seen the surety industry implement
sound underwriting principles in anticipation of this downturn. One factor contributing to this avoidance of major claim
activity may be due to the fact that a number of contractors failed because of lack
of work. With major government budget
reductions, the amount of work available
48
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was limited. Thus, contractors were forced
to compete among a large pool of available
bidders and trim margins to a dangerous
level. When there was a contractor failure,
the large backlog was not present.
It is not only essential for the contractor to communicate with the surety during
the claims process, but also to include its
professional bond producer in this process.
In today’s fast-paced environment—with
the advancement of technology and more
complex construction projects—open communication is expected as the new norm.
This open communication may even allow
the surety to assist prior to a declaration
of default or termination. The surety has
an obligation to multiple parties, but has
tremendous resources available to mitigate
damages, including financial support to
provide relief to a stressed contractor.

LAWRENCE F.
McMAHON
Executive Vice President
and Surety Manager
Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.
President
National Association of Surety Bond Producers

Due to the length and severity of this
financial slump, our industry has been
bracing for contractor failures. For several
years, we have been saying that the losses
are coming, but we have not seen the frequency or the failures we expected. The
losses have been smaller than we anticipated for both general contractors and
subcontractors. In most cases, they have
just run out of work. There have been
payment claims and small performance
claims; however, this has not been to the
extent we expected. Several major sureties
have been cleaning up the reserves they
set in the middle to late 2000s, so that
impacts the numbers, as well as the fact
that other sureties are using Incurred But
Not Reported Reserves (IBNR) to do the
same thing. Each surety has its own philosophy on this.
With most economic downturns, the
failures and surety losses will come when
firms are climbing out. As work becomes
available, the margins for the next year or
two will still be lower than normal because
contractors will be aggressive about trying to build their backlog. The issue with
this is that they will need cash or bank
support to finance that work, and without that, they could experience cash flow

]

issues. The survivors of this period have
cut expenses and costs, and they will need
to continue to be patient and disciplined as
the economy recovers. Once the aggressive
bidding cools down, contractors’ margins
and profits will increase.

STEPHEN RUSCHAK
Chief Operating Officer &
Senior Vice President
The Guarantee Company of
North America

Overall, we have not seen
an increase in claims activity in 2013.
While profit margins have not increased
across much of the country, we are starting to see pockets of improvement. Most
contractors deserving of bonding support
have largely avoided the various obstacles
that can negatively impact their operations
and balance sheets.
The earlier a contractor can advise its
surety of a potential claim situation, the
more alternatives the surety can offer.
Contractors also should understand that
sureties must follow regulatory requirements regarding claim investigations. A
collaborative relationship between the
contractor and surety can help both parties resolve tough claims situations more
efficiently.

MICHAEL J.
MITCHELL
Vice Chairman
The Graham Company

We have seen an increase
this year and I believe
most sureties have as well. As a result of
this increase in claims, there is certainly
an added administrative workload that
is required of the contractor. This can be
burdensome for contractors that might
not be anticipating the surety’s requests
for detailed information. Contractors
must be patient with their surety and
should remember that surety companies
are required by law to handle claims using
“good faith” principals. As a result, they are
forced to collect as much information as
possible so they can defend their contractor clients without concern for “bad faith”
allegations. This is today’s protocol, and
the contractor must accept this as standard operating procedure. Contractors will
have a greater chance for success with their
surety if they are prepared to share detailed
documentation and information.

We’re proud of the bridges
we’ve helped build. Including
the ones you can’t see.

At Zurich Insurance we make it our business to know your
business. We helped provide surety solutions for the construction
of the Crescent City Connection not only because of our extensive
industry knowledge, but because of our 76-year relationship with
one of the primary construction companies involved, Boh Bros.
Const. Co. of New Orleans. At Zurich, we are devoted to helping
businesses move forward. See what our customers have to say
at zurichna.com/stories

In the United States, insurance coverages are underwritten by individual member companies of Zurich in North America, including Zurich American Insurance Company. Certain coverages are not available in all states. Some
coverages may be written on a non-admitted basis through licensed surplus lines brokers. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. Risk engineering services in the U.S. are provided by Zurich Services Corporation.
©2013 Zurich American Insurance Company. All rights reserved.
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ROBERT THOMAS
President – Surety
The Hanover Insurance
Group, Inc.

We haven’t seen dramatic
changes in frequency. However, in this uncertain economic environment, claims are surfacing that have challenging elements but that can be mitigated
by a proactive and thorough partnership
approach among the contractor, its surety
and the agent.
Three key things improve a contractor’s
chances of a successful outcome:
• a financially strong insurer with surety
expertise in both underwriting and
claims;
• a contractor committed to comprehensive management practices; and
• an agent or broker possessing surety
experience and expertise.
Know the surety carrier well. Contractors should feel satisfied that their surety
possesses in-house expertise and does not
follow a cookie-cutter approach. Seek an
experienced surety carrier that will treat
you uniquely and wants a long relationship. Following are more tips based on
more than 100 years of working with
contractors.
• Carefully document affirmative and
defensive claim matters at least weekly.
Be aware that an owner or general contractor is likely doing the same. Make
sure your documentation is solid. Most
outcomes are driven by documentation,
not the alleged facts.
• Provide timely transparency. Raise issues
to your agent or broker and surety early;
have command of the issues involved and
a strategy for addressing them.
• Collaborate with your agent or broker and your surety carrier’s underwriting and claims teams so everyone
understands the issues and is prepared
to address them. This is important for
smaller matters as well as larger issues.

MELISSA CURRENT
Surety & Fidelity Manager
First Insurance Company of
Hawaii, LTD

Both performance and
payment bond claims have
significantly increased during the last
12 months due to a decline in the effectiveness of the contractor’s internal
controls and lack of ability to adjust to the
50
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economic hardships of the last few years; a
decrease in project awards; and significant
payment delays—from both the project
owners and general contractors/prime
contractors.
Contractors should involve their sureties immediately in all claims and potential claim situations. Once it has become
clear to the key staff of the operation that
the financial structure of the company
has been negatively impacted, or there is
a breakdown in communications with the
obligee, subcontractors, suppliers and/or
laborers, the contractor should advise the
surety agent and surety. Involving the
surety as early as possible ensures the
most effective mitigation of contractor
loss possible. While the surety is not a
construction company, it is well-versed
in the construction industry and has
the ability to intercede and help restore
effective communication between the
parties and exponentially decrease the
potential of large claims by addressing the financial aspect of completing
bonded projects.

MICHAEL D. SPECHT
Vice President
INSURICA

Bond underwriters seem
to agree that losses have
continued from 2012 into
2013. Subcontractors and suppliers are
quicker to file bond claims during these
tougher times. There is increased claim
activity; the majority of them are disputes
that get resolved and not full-blown contractor failures.
If you are a prime contractor and you
are aware that a subcontractor or supplier
will be filing a claim, notify your bond
professional. Sureties do not like surprises, so a heads up about the matter and
a game plan for resolving it will go a long
way with the bonding company.
If the claim is more serious, notify your
bond professional as soon as possible so
the surety’s claims personnel can assist.
Most claims professionals are experts in
performance and payment challenges, so
their prior experiences will be of assistance in working through claims. I have
experienced situations in which bonding
companies successfully assisted contractors
through significant bond claim situations
and the contractors are still in business
today.
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MICHAEL HERROD
Executive Vice President
National Surety Director
Aon Risk Solutions

At Aon, we have seen an
increase in claims activity
through the first nine months of 2013.
While surety companies understand that
claims will arise during the course of construction, they rely on open communication and detailed documentation from
their clients in order to properly administer their claims handling processes. Contractors should have consistent processes
and procedures in place for dealing with
claims and should share these with their
surety providers on a routine basis. Once
a claim arises, contractors should ensure
they communicate the nature of the claim
and the steps being taken to properly deal
with the situation with their broker and
surety company and provide all relevant
documentation. Transparency and a consistent approach to claims handling will
serve all contractors well and ensure they
are properly aligned with their surety providers when claims arise. Contractors also
should align themselves with experienced
claims counsel, and can utilize their surety
to provide recommendations on qualified
claims attorneys throughout the country.

CONSTANTIN
POINDEXTER
MGA, Chief Underwriter
Surety One, Inc.

There are many vital decisions to be made when presented with a claim. The quality and timeliness of those decisions and the actions
taken based on those decisions can be
severely crippled by a lack of clear information. Honest, detailed and correct situation
reports must be obtained from the parties
to the bond and the underlying contract.
Interpersonal communication is an
art in many ways. Not everyone responds
positively to a particular claims specialist’s
manner. Specialists should be aware of this
and, when necessary, vary their approach.
Obviously the goal is to acquire a profound
understanding of the underlying problem,
but you can’t get there by offending the
parties from whom you require cooperation. Attitudinal and cultural barriers can
effectively end a conversation if not handled properly, and, in many cases, definitively close the door to further cooperation

THE 3 C’S OF SURETY JUST BECAME

EASIER TO
ASSESS

S&P Capital IQ provides Underwriters with greater, verifiable insight on
the Character, Capacity and Capital of their customers by:
Quickly uncovering the complex maze of interlocking professional and Boardlevel relationships as well as the entire corporate structure, subsidiaries,
affiliations, transactional and legal histories of clients and prospects.
Researching the entire capital structure of a company as well as its past,
current and pending investors to uncover potential reputational risk, susceptibility to financial hardship, litigation or shareholder activism.
Creating customized early credit warning systems that include predictive
elements such as probability of default estimates, along with loss given
default models and recovery statistics.
Targeting new prospects and identifying project partners based on one's own
specific quantitative and qualitative criteria.

LEARN HOW WE CAN PROVIDE
YOU WITH A COMPETITIVE EDGE
AS YOU PREPARE FOR NEW
OPPORTUNITIES

VISIT

WWW.SPCAPITALIQ.COM

OR CONTACT US

KEVIN MORRISSEY
KMORRISSEY@SPCAPITALIQ.COM
+212.438.4102
+917.842.1055

The analyses, including ratings, of Standard & Poor’s and its affiliates are statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and not
statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold, or sell any securities or make any investment decisions. Users of ratings or other
analyses should not rely on them in making any investment decision. Standard & Poor’s opinions and analyses do not address the suitability
of any security. Standard & Poor’s does not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except where registered as such.
Copyright © 2013 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (S&P), a part of McGraw-Hill Financial, Inc. All rights reserved. STANDARD &
POOR’S and S&P are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. CAPITAL IQ is a registered trademark of Capital IQ.
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from a contractor in working through a
remediation.
The adage, “treat others as you wish to
be treated,” is appropriate to remember
during the claim investigation. Throughout the timeline of a claim, quality communication always dictates the success or
failure of the process.

EDWARD TITUS
Senior Vice President,
Surety Division
Philadelphia Insurance
Companies

We believe all successful
businesses design and maintain thorough
business plans and strategies for the current
year and following fiscal periods. The plan
should reflect the types and size of projects
on which the company is focused, as well as
the resources required to profitably prosecute
that work. Generally, projects should characteristically be within the scope of prior projects where the company has a track record
of success. Contractors should target owners
and general contractors they believe will be
fair and equitable in their approach to project management and expectations of performance. A combination of a sound business
plan and strategy with a positive track record
will be very valuable in developing an excellent banking and surety relationship.
Project management and risk assessments are areas that require continuous
improvement. Initially, place strong emphasis on the value of good project estimating. Here’s an area where good contractors
invest in time, talent and systems to avoid
“buying a job.” Perform a detailed contract
review and overall scope assessment. Focus
on key terms and conditions, including
payment, liquidated damages, default and
warranty provisions. Set definitive goals and
expected results and consistently measure
performance as the job progresses.
Maintaining appropriate cost levels
requires monthly review of your operations. Stay focused on your plan and adjust
it as required to maintain appropriate margins. Identify underperforming assets and
selectively sell or lease them.

JACK A. CALLAHAN
Partner/Construction
Industry Practice Leader
CohnReznick

Despite the economic downturn of the past several
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years, it seems like many contractors
have been holding their own. However,
research shows that construction contractors are three times more likely to fail in a
recovery than in a recession. The reason:
In a recovery, many contractors overextend
themselves financially while taking on too
much risk as they look to rebuild their
businesses.
For this reason, we recommend that
contractors keep a tight watch on the bottom line and put a system of controls in
place to help ensure they don’t fail during this recovery. For contractors that
find themselves in a claim situation, we
can’t reiterate enough the importance of
early and regular communication with
your surety company. Contacting your
surety claims personnel at the onset of a
claims situation can provide them with
the opportunity to assist you in putting
together a project recovery plan or in looking for ways to help you get the project
back on track with as little time lost as
possible.
Each circumstance entails its own set
of challenges that require time and expert
advice in order to complete. Depending
on the potential implications of the claim,
it may be beneficial to enlist the guidance
of an outside advisor in the accounting or
legal field.
During this process, as taxing as it may
be, the key is to keep the big picture in
mind. In the end, it will benefit everyone
to find as clear and sensible a resolution
as possible.

ELIZABETH DORFMAN
Partner
Watt, Tieder, Hoffar &
Fitzgerald

We have not seen an
increase in claims this year.
With regard to how contractors should
work with sureties in claims situations,
the interest of the surety and contractor
usually are aligned. With regard to subcontractor claims on a payment bond,
the surety obviously only wants to pay a
claim to the extent it is meritorious. The
contractor should provide the surety with
the relevant information to properly investigate and make a determination on the
bond claim. Similarly, with regard to performance bond claims, the surety needs
the pertinent information from the contractor to investigate and determine the
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merits of any claim and relatedly appropriate defenses.
To the extent the contractor has affirmative claims against an obligee, again
both the surety and contractor benefit
from ensuring the claim is appropriately
considered by the owner/obligee. The
contractor should be mindful of its obligations under the indemnity agreement,
and from the outset take steps to mitigate the exposure to both the surety and
the contractor. In the end, the contractor
will be better served if it cooperates and
forges a good working relationship with
the surety.
WHAT ARE YOU SEEING IN TERMS OF
CONSTRUCTION/ECONOMIC ACTIVITY FOR
2014 AND WHAT IMPACT COULD THAT
HAVE ON SURETY?

WHIT McGRAW
Americas Market Leader
S&P Capital IQ

Gathering information
from S&P Capital IQ, S&P
Ratings, McGraw-Hill
Construction and S&P Equity Research,
we are generally seeing an uptick in new
construction projects, specifically in the
transportation sector. This trend suggests
demand for surety bonds in 2014.
New projects across the country are
fuelling this, including the Washington,
D.C., area’s $6.8 billion Metro Silver Line
project, with phase one service commencing next year; the $2.5 billion LaGuardia
Terminal replacement project; Florida’s
I-4 project; and many more.
Maintenance funding also is a large
part of construction going forward. Putting it into perspective, there are roughly
4,000 to 5,000 miles of toll roads in the
United States, accounting for only about
10 percent of all roads in the country.
The rest must be funded in order to be
maintained. This may provide an opportunity for surety producers. Another positive indicator is there are roughly twice
as many public-private partnerships than
there were in 2009. And given the long
lead time of major construction projects,
the current economic conditions, like rising interest rates, are not likely to change
the 2014 outlook.
In closing, new construction projects
coming online could bode well for the
surety marketplace in the coming year.

c on tract s urety

A strong surety program
for all your bonded projects.
Keep your business protected with First Insurance Company of Hawaii’s surety products.
Designed for mid-sized construction companies, our contracts are backed by 75 years of surety
experience. Plus you’ll also get the full support of our insurance team and the largest risk and
safety management department in Hawaii.

To learn more, please contact Melissa Current,
Surety & Fidelity Manager at (808) 527-7609 or
melissa.current@ﬁcoh.com
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THE STRENGTH OF LIBERTY MUTUAL SURETY
LIBERTY MUTUAL SURETY
www.libertymutualsurety.com

LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL UNDERWRITERS
www.liu-usa.com
For additional information, contact your
independent agent or broker.

L

iberty Mutual Surety, a member
of Liberty Mutual Insurance, is the
2nd largest surety in the U.S. We
work with agents and customers to
build mutually profitable relationships
by providing smart business solutions,
ease of doing business, and consistent,
responsive service through knowledgeable
surety professionals.

FINANCIAL STRENGTH
Our certified U.S. Treasury underwriting
limitation is among the highest in the
industry. Liberty Mutual Insurance
currently ranks 81st on the Fortune 500
list of largest U.S. corporations based on
2012 revenue.

PRODUCT STRENGTH
From first bond to jumbo capacity
bonding needs, we underwrite all types
of regional, national, and multinational
contractors in more than 40 domestic and
foreign offices.
• Our domestic U.S. operations
provide industry-leading capacity for
well-capitalized and liquid construction,
manufacturing, and supply risks.
• Our Specialty division provides
capacity for international and U.S.
multinational customers. Through affiliated
companies and fronting relationships, we
have business in 40 countries, making
us a leading provider of foreign bonds for
U.S. companies, and domestic bonds for
foreign companies operating in the U.S.
• Liberty SuretyFirst, our small to middle
market division, provides contractor
program capacity up to $15 million ($25
million in major cities).

PARTNER STRENGTH
Liberty Mutual Surety works closely
with Liberty International Underwriters
(LIU), Liberty Mutual Insurance’s specialty
lines insurer. LIU brings knowledge that’s
unmatched in the industry – allowing
us to focus on complex projects. We
collaborate across product lines, resulting
in superior service.
You’ll work with one company to
cover your clients’ construction risks,
from the start to the operational phase
of their projects. We provide the most
comprehensive solutions for your
clients’ coverage needs and offer a full
complement of construction products
including: property construction, primary
casualty, excess casualty, environmental,
project cargo, management liability,
professional liability, and railroad
protective liability.

From first bond to jumbo capacity bonding needs, we underwrite all types of regional,
national, and multinational contractors in more than 40 domestic and foreign offices.
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HANOvEr SurETY
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HANOVER SURETY
It All Starts With a Strong Foundation
HANOVER SURETY
hanover.com

OFFICE HEADQUARTERS
440 Lincoln St.
Worcester, MA 01653

CONTACT
Robert Thomas

p: (508) 855-3987
e: rthomas@hanover.com

F

or many contractors, securing a
surety bond five years ago was
much different than it is today.
Finding, choosing and sustaining the right
surety partnership in today’s economic
environment can be a big challenge, plain
and simple.
At the core of any solid surety
partnership are two key pillars for success
– and both are “must haves.” One “must
have” pillar is alignment with a strong and
experienced surety company. The other
“must have” pillar is an expert agent or
broker who brings a wealth of experiences.
Having just one without the other is like
having a hammer, but no nails. You can’t
get the results you want with just one, you
need to have both. That synergistic value
the company and agent or broker can
create together is more than they can each
do separately; it’s like 1 + 1 = 3.
To avoid surprises when bidding on a
project, construction executives should
form a surety partnership upfront. Key
components should include:

A CARRIER WITH CAPABILITIES AND EXPERTISE

To learn more about how Hanover
Surety and its knowledgeable partners
can protect your business, please visit
your local independent agent or, to find
an agent, visit www.hanover.com and
click on “Find an Agent.”

Contractors should look for insurance
carriers with experience, expertise,
strength, capabilities, commitment and
a vested interest in your success. You
and the surety are in it together so it is
critical that you align with a company that
is committed to working with you for the
long term and in having a true business
partnership with you.
The Hanover is a leading surety writer in
the United States. Backed by its 100-year
history of writing contract surety and its

“A” rated financial strength, The Hanover
adds value by offering one of the most
experienced and talented underwriting
teams in the business.
Our team delivers unparalleled local
market knowledge combined with
responsive service. In fact, Hanover Surety
has dedicated underwriting and claim
professionals located in more than 15
locations nationwide who can respond
quickly to both commercial and contract
surety needs.
The Hanover’s underwriters can provide
a surety program tailored to a contractor’s
needs. Hanover Contract Surety will
help guarantee performance with a
comprehensive contract surety bond.

AN AGENT THAT ADDS VALUE
Still, having a strong insurance carrier
is not enough without the advice of a
trusted independent insurance agent with
specialized industry expertise. The Hanover
distinguishes itself from its competitors by
creating value for clients not only through its
own strengths, but through the strengths of
its agent partners.
Some advice that a knowledgeable
producer may offer to make a contractor
a more attractive surety risk may
include: reducing debt and leverage
within the company; simplifying and
managing the company’s financial
statement to demonstrate the company’s
financial strength; and presentation
of a comprehensive business plan to
demonstrate the professional nature of the
ownership and management team. These
are all ingredients necessary for success.

The Hanover is a leading surety writer in the United States. Backed by its 100-year history
of writing contract surety and its “A” rated financial strength, The Hanover adds value by
offering one of the most experienced and talented underwriting teams in the business.
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CONTRACT BONDS
COMMERCIAL BONDS
SMALL BUSINESS BONDS

You need solutions. You want responsive,
consistent capacity. Liberty Mutual Surety
provides both. We listen. We work with you
and your agent to build flexible, responsible
bonding solutions. We’re proud to be a
leading surety in the United States, thanks
to the strength of our relationships.
Learn more at libertymutualsurety.com

©2012 Liberty Mutual Insurance, 175 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA 02116
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governments on construction projects for decades, today’s economic climate is driving the private sector to require performance and payment bonds, as well as compelling general contractors to require bonds from their subcontractors. As such,
it’s important for unbonded contractors to start the bonding
process well in advance so they don’t miss out on an opportunity to bid on a bonded job in the future.
BONDING BASICS

Project owners, general contractors and
prime contractors (obligees) require surety
bonds on construction projects to protect against contractor failure. The surety
underwrites the character (reputation),
capacity (experience) and capital (financial structure) of the contractor in conjunction with the particulars of the project in
question. By providing a bond, the surety is
stating its opinion that the contractor has
the respect of the construction industry, as
well as the experience and financial structure to execute the project being bonded.
The surety is promising that if the contractor fails to execute a bonded project
according to contract terms and conditions,
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hile surety bonds have been required by federal, state and local
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the surety will protect the obligee by:
• completing the project;
• finding another contractor to complete
the project for the obligee; or
• paying the obligee the difference between
the remaining contract funds and the
cost to complete the project.
The surety works with the contractor as
a business partner. The surety provides bid
bonds that enable the contractor to compete for construction projects requiring
bonding and final bonds (performance and
payment) to meet project award requirements. The surety also reviews contract
terms and conditions and works with
the obligee to address any onerous language in bonded construction contracts.

Additionally, the surety can provide the
contractor with advice on business practices that result in a profitable and viable
operation and information about what
causes contractor failure.
The contractor, insurance/surety agent
and surety form a business partnership. The
insurance/surety agent is key to building
and maintaining the surety relationship, as
the agent will know the characteristics of
both parties—pairing the contractor with
the surety that will best meet the contractor’s needs (e.g., the size of bonds and overall bond program required) and personality.
INFORMATION GATHERING

The information a surety will require from
the contractor is exactly what a contractor
would require from a potential business
partner: a complete understanding of the
overall business operation; details regarding
internal controls (accounting and estimating
software, processes and procedures regarding accounts payable and accounts receivable, job costing detail and review, etc.);
financial reporting (internal and CPA); and
completed projects (size, scope, estimate
as compared to final contract price and
profit, project owner/general contractor/
prime review of project, etc.). Simply put,
the surety will assess that the contractor has:
• a strong, respectable reputation in the
construction industry;

WEBPHOTOGRAPHEER/THINKSTOCK
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A CONTRACT WON
AND A RELATIONSHIP
REAFFIRMED
IN AN
INS TANT,
ER I C LO F TO N
SAW THE VA LU E
O F CN A SU R E T Y

It would be their largest contract
undertaken — installing the HVAC
system for the nation’s largest new
shopping mall. Needing to provide
a Performance and Payment Bond,
Eric Lofton worked closely with his
independent insurance agent and the
experienced underwriters from CNA
Surety. Eric’s agent arranged a site visit
with the mall developer, and helped Eric
secure the bond that ultimately sealed the
deal. Way to build your business, Eric.

To learn more about the complete
range of CNA Surety bonds for
construction, contact your local
independent insurance agent, or
visit www.cnasurety.com.

Construction • Education • Financial Institutions • Healthcare • Manufacturing
Professional Services • Real Estate • Retail • Technology • Wholesale Distribution

TS
Please remember that only the relevant insurance policy can provide the actual terms,
coverages, amounts, conditions and exclusions for an insured. All products and services may
not be available in all states and may be subject to change without notice. CNA is a registered
trademark of CNA Financial Corporation. Copyright © 2013 CNA. All rights reserved. P059M
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• the experience, equipment and labor
force to execute the full scope of work
under contract or the ability to manage
subcontractors and suppliers; and
• the financial structure to cash flow the
project being considered.
To begin the underwriting process, it is
recommended that the contractor provide
the surety:
• credible business and personal financial
statements (current and for the last three
fiscal years);
• a list of references from general contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, architects

or project owners;
• a formal business plan, including the
current and projected direction of operations, the size and scope of projects on
the horizon, and future goals;
• a formal continuity plan that lays out
who will be responsible for completing
open projects should key management
be unable to operate the business, as well
as how this individual or entity will be
financially compensated and whether
the operation will run in perpetuity or
be shut down once all open projects are
completed; and
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• surety program expectations, including
the largest possible size of a single contract wherein a bond may be required in
the next 12 months and total backlog the
contractor may possibly have in the next
12 months.
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

To become bond-ready, begin by talking
with an insurance/surety agent. If the company’s insurance agent is not well-versed in
surety, the agent will provide an introduction to an agent that will focus solely on the
firm’s surety needs, while the original agent
continues to handle its insurance needs.
The surety agent will work to understand
the company and its business plan, as well
as help anticipate possible surety needs. The
agent will help prepare the information
required by the surety, and will know which
surety will be the best fit for the company.
Next, talk with the company’s CPA.
Most construction-savvy CPAs know the
surety industry and the financial information required by the surety company.
The CPA will help assemble a complete
financial package for the surety, one prepared internally and one by the CPA. The
CPA also can advise on any changes that
may be required to the company’s current
financial structure.
Finally, talk to industry peers to gain
other contractors’ perspectives on the
surety relationship. Contractors that typically perform public works projects have
an established surety relationship in place.
A local general contractor or prime contractor with which the company has an
established relationship would be a good
resource on experience with surety bonding and all it entails. Following are some
questions to begin the discussion.
• How long have you been with your
surety?
• What type of information do you have
to provide each year?
• How often do you meet with your surety?
While establishing a surety relationship
is neither quick nor easy, maintaining it is
simple: Treat the surety as a valued business partner and the company will have
the surety support it needs to grow, remain
viable and be profitable.
Melissa Current is surety & fidelity manager
at First Insurance Company of Hawaii. For
more information, email melissa.current@
ficoh.com.
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cohnreznick.com/construction

CohnReznick is an independent
member of Nexia International

— ENR
Engineering News- Record ©2013 McGraw Hill Financial. All Rights Reser ved. 1/14/13

What does
CohnReznick
think?

With the construction industry showing momentum,
contractors need more than technical accounting
expertise. Turn to CohnReznick for proactive insight
and advice that will help you fortify working capital,
improve profitability, and strengthen banking and
surety programs. Find out what CohnReznick thinks
at CohnReznick.com/construction.
CohnReznick. Where forward thinking creates results.
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K E YS TO

Improving
Small
Contractors’
SURETY CREDIT

‘‘B

BY K AT H Y HOF FM A N

eing in business today is not any easier than it was in the
past, and some would say it is more difficult, but securing
surety bonds for small contractors can be done relatively
easily presuming they have good personal and corporate
credit,” says Erle Benton, bond department manager at

Small contractors can take the following steps to obtain or improve their surety
credit and ultimately qualify to compete
on more projects.
BUILD A TEAM OF SURETY PARTNERS

It’s important to build a team of trusted
surety partners that includes a construction CPA, surety bond producer, banker
and attorney. “You must surround yourself
with professionals who you can trust and
who are looking out for your best interest,”
Benton says.
62
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Working with a construction CPA
helps assure the construction company has
quality financials. “If you want to be successful and maximize your surety bonding
capacity, you should establish a relationship
with a good construction CPA,” says Todd
P. Loehnert, managing director for Pinnacle Surety of Kentucky, Louisville.
A construction CPA also will help monitor projects. “The obvious benefits of being
represented by a good, quality constructionoriented CPA are the credibility with the
surety and good business guidance and

direction. But equally important is that a
CPA helps you implement the appropriate
job cost accounting system that will enable
you to know where you are on each project to identify issues and adjust quickly to
affect positive change,” says Susan Hecker,
area executive vice president at Gallagher
Construction Services, San Francisco.
Additionally, choose a trusted, professional surety bond producer. “A professional surety agent does more than provide bonds; the agent is a trusted advisor
who can help with various aspects of your

GEORGE SCHILL/ILLUSTRATION SOURCE

Cretcher Heartland, LLC, Overland Park, Kan.

“Small contractors need to be aware
that if they pay cash for fixed assets, it will
impact their surety credit,” says Jim Phillips, Jr., a CPA at Phillips & Associates,
Lubbock, Texas. “The idea of being debt
free is great, but if it also means not having
any working capital, it can be disastrous to
the company.”
IMPROVE THE COMPANY’S FINANCIAL
PRESENTATION

Another step a small contractor can take
to obtain or enhance its surety credit is to
improve the construction company’s financial documentation and presentation.
“Improved internal and external
accounting procedures and presentations
can have a significant impact on one’s
surety bond credit,” says Chad Martin,
bond agent at TIS Construction Division,
Knoxville, Tenn.
Adds Loehnert: “The CPA can help
you prepare throughout the year so your
presentation maximizes your bondability.”
Carl Dohn, Jr., president of Dohn &
Maher Associates, Palatine, Ill., recommends upgrading from a compilation to a
review or from a review to an audited fiscal
year-end statement. “Be on a percentageof-completion basis with full supporting
schedules, especially cash flow, work in
process and completed contract schedules,” he says.
Additionally, prepare internal financial
statements with under/overbillings. “Most
small businesses operate on a cash or
accrual basis without the knowledge that
under/overbillings can help a contractor’s
statement look significantly better,” says
Joshua A. Etemadi, sales manager with
Construction Bonds, Inc.—a division of
Murray Securus, Herndon, Va.
BOOST THE COMPANY’S
WORKING CAPITAL

business, such as providing reference checks
on general contractors, project owners and
subcontractors; assisting in managing the
company balance sheet to meet the surety’s
expectations; and recommending a construction CPA, banker or attorney that fits
your company’s needs,” Benton says.
LEARN HOW SURETIES
CALCULATE CAPACITY

Contractors should be familiar with how
surety companies assess capacity and
prequalify.

“During times like these, every job is
important, so having as much working
capital as possible is vital,” Etemadi says.
“If you have maxed out your bank line of
credit and are having a hard time paying it down, consider converting it to a
long-term loan. By terming out the loan,
you will be able to free up a significant
amount of working capital on your balance sheet.”
If a firm doesn’t have a bank line of
credit, it should obtain one. “Some markets allow you to stretch on deals with the

knowledge you have a bank line; the U.S.
Small Business Administration can count
it as additional working capital,” Etemadi
says.
Lourdes Landa, surety manager and
assistant vice president at BB&T Insurance Services of California, Inc., Fullerton,
also suggests contractors “obtain a home
equity line of credit for emergency capital
and maintain good personal credit.”
According to Lawrence F. McMahon,
executive vice president/surety manager of
San Diego-based Alliant Insurance Services, Inc., going after larger work hurts
because it eats up working capital when
starting the job. Instead, he suggests seeking smaller projects that can be completed
over a shorter period of time for solvent
owners. “Bill at least how much you’ve
earned or more, as this will help decrease
underbilling and could increase overbillings to the point where the work finances
itself,” McMahon says.
REINVEST IN THE BUSINESS

Once contractors are profitable, they
should reinvest in the company.
“Many contractors reward themselves
with big salaries and pull money out of
the business,” Hecker says. “Contractors
that resist the temptation for a big payday
and retain the profits in the business will
be the companies sureties will stretch for
when new opportunities arise to grow the
business.”
In addition, reserve funds to address
larger problems. “Bigger projects have
bigger problems, so prepare for them,”
Hecker says. “Smart contractors will build
their loss-paying power in the business to
ensure they will be able to work their way
through the issues inherent to the construction business.”
Kathy Hoffman is director of communications at the National Association of Surety
Bond Producers. For more information,
visit www.nasbp.org.

To find a surety bond producer, visit
the “NASBP Find a Producer Directory”
at www.nasbp.org. To find a construction CPA, visit the “NASBP Find an
Associate Directory” at www.nasbp.
org or go to the Construction Industry CPAs/Consultants Association
(CICPAC) website at www.cicpac.com.
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CHARACTER
IMPACTS SURETY CREDIT

F

BY GEOFF DELISIO

orming a fact-based assessment of the character and capacity
of a contractor’s leadership team is one of the most challenging areas of surety underwriting. These highly nuanced characteristics are difficult to assess with daily interaction, much
less during an annual two- or three-hour meeting. Due to this
limited window of interaction between the surety and contractor, even minor points can grow to carry meaning beyond
their actual weight. However, a contractor can highlight
several areas that will be helpful to the surety’s assessment.
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ROY SCOTT/ILLUSTRATION SOURCE

Presenting a thoughtful business plan
at an underwriting meeting is a key way to
give the surety underwriter a greater level
of insight into the contractor’s character
and capacity. The business plan does not
need to include a PowerPoint presentation with graphics and charts. It can be
as simple as a conversation outlining the
contractor’s approach to the marketplace,
its response to challenges in the firm’s
operating territory and a high-level view
of financial goals for the upcoming year.
Following are key items on which an
underwriter will focus.
• Reasonableness of strategy. Construction is a challenging business that
requires a certain level of optimism for
success. However, a firm’s business plan
should be realistic and take into account
how market conditions may affect its
business in the future. Specific economic
trends (e.g., interest rates, government
spending or housing starts) that impact
the contractor should be assessed in the
plan. The surety will assess its overall
reasonableness in conjunction with the
contractor’s marketplace. A business plan
calling for 40 percent revenue growth in
a constricted market may be aspirational,
but most likely should not be part of the
current year business plan. For a contractor that has a large amount of business
with a state’s Department of Transportation, the firm’s strategy should take into
account the upcoming funding cycle.
• Alignment of business operations and
the business plan. If the contractor is
engaged in highly competitive work,
such as public school construction, then
the firm’s operations likely should be
aligned around a competitive cost structure. In the case of a contractor that is in
a position to be selected for several jobs
in the upcoming year, thereby increasing its revenue, there should be a discussion of resources (cash and equipment)
needed to start the projects. In short,
the surety will assess if the pieces of the
puzzle fit together to support the overall
plan.
• Thoughtful expansion into new markets. Diversification through geographic
and market expansion can provide
long-term benefits if contractors take
a thoughtful approach to this strategy.
The same diversification strategy that
is executed poorly and focused on the

short term can lead to financial ruin. The
surety underwriter will look to see if the
expansion plans include learning about
owners and subcontractors in the new
area, the competitive landscape and the
operational controls needed. The underwriter will have concerns if the first project in a new geographic area or market
is the contractor’s largest to date, or if it
will be run by a new employee.
Another way a contractor can meaningfully impact the surety’s assessment of
the company is by following the simple
adage “do what you say and say what you
have done.” When assessing a contractor’s character, the underwriter focuses
on honesty and integrity, as well the
commitments the leadership team makes

When assessing a
contractor’s character,
the underwriter focuses
on honesty and integrity.

during a meeting. The commitment may
be related to an action a contractor can
take to reduce overhead or that a project
will hold its current profit level during
completion. In both examples, the contractor may be overly optimistic and unrealistic, which will make the meeting with
the underwriter positive, but guarantees
the next several meetings will be challenging. A more advantageous approach
would be for the contractor to discuss
the potential outcomes, drivers of those
outcomes and items that depend on those
outcomes. The contractor can use these
opportunities to build trust and creditability with its underwriter.
Having direct and open communications regarding the contractor’s business
plan and following through on commitments are two of the best ways to enhance
a firm’s surety program.
Geoff Delisio is senior vice president of
Zurich Surety. For more information, email
geoff.delisio@zurichna.com.
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Q U A L I F I E D
L A B O R

ublic sector contractors that
survived the recession face a
new set of risks. The worst
risk is the forecasted shortage
of work in public construction.
According to industry economists, school and public works
opportunities will continue to

BY THERESE WIELAGE

ment caps spending of all types and state and local governments devote more of their revenue to other priorities such as
Medicaid and underfunded public employee pension plans. The
recovery for private nonresidential construction is mixed, with
some rebound in manufacturing and projects related to drilling,
transportation and the use of domestic natural gas and oil, but
little change in retail, office or hospital construction.
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The extremely slow pace of the recovery already has contractors bidding
aggressively. Add in a gloomy construction forecast and financing can become
a problem for even healthy companies.
The response from banks has been uncertain; while financing might be somewhat
more available than it was a year ago,
construction watchdogs say banks aren’t
particularly enamored with the construction industry and are more tight-fisted
than before the recession. Industry expert
Thomas Schleifer points out credit

ART VALERI/ILLUSTRATION SOURCE

slide as the federal govern-

In today’s economy, businesses are increasingly taking their surety’s financial strength into consideration
when evaluating their contract and commercial surety bond needs. Philadelphia Insurance Companies
(PHLY) recognizes this need and offers a competitively priced suite of bonding options for well qualified
contract and commercial surety accounts. PHLY’s surety business model is focused on building strong
relationships with its accounts, leveraging an experienced team of surety professionals, and offering a
comprehensive portfolio of contract, commercial, subdivision & custom surety bond products.
Learn more. Call 855.411.0797 or visit PHLY.com/Surety

Financially Sound - Surety Expertise
A.M. Best A++ Rating
Ward’s Top 50 2001-2013
100+ Niche Industries

Philadelphia Insurance Companies is the marketing name for the property casualty insurance operations of Philadelphia Consolidated Holding Corp., a member of the Tokio Marine Group. All products are written
by insurance company subsidiaries of Philadelphia Consolidated Holding Corp. Coverages are subject to actual policy language.
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lines already are stretched and assets are
pledged. Similar to the banks, sureties rely
on the financial strength of an enterprise
to extend or increase bond credit.
Schleifer says concerns also surround
volatility in materials availability and cost.
Although materials capacity exists now,
unfortunately it’s because demand in the
United States has gone down. Diesel fuel
will continue to be the most volatile input
cost with which contractors must cope.
Tangled up with the worries about having enough profitable work while bidding

with razor-thin margins is the forecasted
lack of skilled labor. A recent nationwide
survey from Associated General Contractors found 74 percent of construction
firms across the country are having trouble
finding qualified craft professionals. It’s
impossible to make money on aggressively
bid work without skilled crafts professionals making sure the job is done right.
Of the survey’s 686 respondents, 81
percent said their firms were having difficulty filling at least some professional or
craft positions, 74 percent report challenges

]

filling craftworker positions and 53 percent are having a hard time filling at least
some professional positions. Among firms
struggling to fill professional positions, 49
percent report challenges filling project
manager/supervisor spots, while 35 percent
report having a hard time filling estimator
positions. Meanwhile, construction firms
are having the hardest time finding the following types of craft professionals: laborers
(35 percent), carpenters (34 percent) and
equipment operators (31 percent).
One study calls this assessment into
question, claiming market data does not
forecast a skilled labor shortage in the
next two years. Michigan State University Professor Dale L. Belman’s study
states there is a large pool of experienced
workers available to the construction
industry who are either not working or
have found work in other industries due
to the recession. Using data on job openings, the report also found there are 10
individuals actively seeking employment
for each construction job advertised. As
the construction industry slowly recovers,
Belman contends the national demand for
construction labor will not outpace supply; however, there may be geographic and
skill-specific shortages.
Going forward, the question is whether
construction professionals will return to
the industry when the demand for their
skills increases. Construction industry
leaders aren’t willing to take that chance,
and they are urging elected officials across
the country to make sure construction
skills are included in high school and community college curriculums. Additionally,
Belman notes construction stakeholders will need to offer competitive wages
and benefits, as well as provide formal
and on-the-job training, to attract future
employees tempted by other employment
opportunities.
The advice from surety professionals is
to work with agents and underwriters to
be prepared to address these risks. Being
aware of the risks and remaining disciplined about best practices could be the
difference between surviving or succumbing to the long, slow recovery.
Therese Wielage is vice president of marketing for Merchants Bonding Company.
For more information, email twielage@
merchantsbonding.com.
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ABC’s Dollar Bank Program
®

Is it Right for You?

ABC’s Dollar Bank program lets your company pay for fringe benefits by the hour, rather
than the traditional way of paying for benefits on a monthly basis. That means you’re
not paying “full-time” benefits for your employees during less productive seasons of
the year. Plus, every dollar that you pay in benefits instead of cash wages reduces your
taxable wage base — and that lowers your payroll taxes. Whether your company does
prevailing wage jobs, commercial jobs, or a combination, Dollar Bank can work for you.
Feature
Easy for employees to understand
Variety of plans and coverage levels
Benefits only paid for hours actually worked
Accumulate additional hours to pay COBRA coverage
Adapts to seasonal demands
Reporting by employee for your payroll (certified
payroll for prevailing wage)
Payments made to a bona fide third party trust
Reduces your payroll burden by lowering payroll taxes
Offsets payment of required fringe benefits for the
prevailing wage
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Want to Learn More? Contact Us: (800) 621-2993 DollarBank@abc.org
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MANAGING
AGAINST
SUBCONTRACTOR
D E F A U LT

T

he economic downturn clearly has taken a toll on the construction industry during the past five years. Client interactions
reveal that general contractors and construction managers have
been forced to look much harder at subcontractor risk mitigation. Depending on the size of the contractor, multiple tools
can effectively manage subcontractor risk. How those tools are
implemented can be critical to how successfully a firm manages
its way out of the downturn
and through a recovery.
To mitigate risk, many companies
use a combination of referencing and
prequalification, joint checking and bonding subcontractors. The failure of one or
more subcontractors can cause significant
business interruption, including having to
secure replacement subcontractors, which
can severely delay a project and lead to
administrative, accounting and financial
issues.
One of the keys to successfully implementing any of these risk mitigation
methods is to put adequate resources
toward managing the process and staying
on top of subcontractors across an entire
backlog of work. Bonding subcontractors
is a time-tested way to mitigate execution and financial risk for any contractor.
Second to acquiring that next project,
subcontractor risk arguably carries the
most potential to impact an organization
negatively. Bonding subcontractors is
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an effective risk management tool that
enhances the stability of any project.
A key benefit of subcontractor bonding
includes assurance that subcontractors have
been prequalified by a professional surety
company, which points to the subcontractors’ ability to meet rigorous standards and
limit their exposures to delays. Additionally, subcontractor bonds allow the general contractor or construction manager
to focus exclusively on delivering the best

project by not asking construction and estimating teams to assume other roles.
Subcontractor bonds also prevent owners’ concern that subcontractor default
insurance (SDI) creates an incentive for
a construction manager to seek only the
financially strongest subcontractors so it
can benefit from the preservation of its SDI
retentions. Using only the strongest subcontractors may unnecessarily add to the overall
project cost and cause a misalignment of the
interest of the owner and construction manager, as well as eliminate opportunities for
small disadvantaged businesses.
Subcontractor bond forms are now
available that permit the general contractor or construction manager to continue
the construction process while a surety
conducts its investigation and allows the
general contractor or construction manager to recover reasonable costs incurred
to do so. Another benefit is leverage: No
subcontractor wants to hear its surety has
been put on notice for a problem, and
sureties often have robust security agreements that make it difficult for a subcontractor to abandon a project.
In today’s marketplace, no single solution
exists to effective risk mitigation; it depends
on the type of client and may involve a variety of approaches that best fit the firm. A
clearly developed policy that includes subcontractor bonding provides the general
contractor with many benefits aimed at
ensuring it can complete a project profitably.
Bob Raney is executive vice president of
construction services, bond & financial
products at Travelers. For more information, email rlraney@travelers.com.

PETER BONO/ILLUSTRATION SOURCE

BY BOB RANEY
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THE HIDDEN DANGERS
OF EXPANDING MARKETS

A

BY GREGORY S. HORNE

n expanding waistline is a sign of prosperity and wealth in
some cultures. However, medical science indicates unseen
threats are often proportionate to a person’s girth. An
expanding construction market is also a sign of prosperity,
but just like a waistline, hidden dangers can affect the health

When the economic collapse occurred,
many contractors had a solid backlog that
was bid and acquired during good times.
Consequently, they survived the first year
or two without significant problems by
feeding off that backlog. As the good
margin work completed, many contractors implemented a strategy of acquiring
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low-margin work to maintain cash flow,
believing the downturn would be short
and the market would improve soon.
Unfortunately, the market did not allow
contractors to maintain volume or margin;
as a result, cash flows were insufficient to
cover obligations. Firms that did not react
quickly to reduce the burden often lacked
bank support and needed additional cash.
Contractor business failures began in the
underground and civil market, primarily
because of the heavy debt loads needed to
fund expensive equipment. Business failures then moved to the vertical market, as
general contractors with stretched balance
sheets were not able to absorb a problem
job, or an owner or subcontractor failure.
Subcontractors absorbed most of the
financial burden from 2009 to 2011,
suffering unprecedented balance sheet and
margin erosion. In addition to the market
collapse, they funded the brunt of owner
failures via pay when/if paid contracts.
A sample of electrical contractors
that survived saw their operating margin
decrease by more than half to 2.5 percent,

RBHAVANA/THINKSTOCK

of a contractor.
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with a corresponding 62 percent decrease in
operating cash flow. A sample of mechanical contractors incurred similar results,
with operating margins dropping by half
to 2.6 percent and operating cash flow
decreasing 45 percent. Mechanical contractors funded the stress with borrowings,
as bank debt increased 147 percent. NonMEP contractors were hit hardest. In a
financial aggregation sample of 122 nonMEP subcontractors, operating margin
dropped from 4.56 percent to 0.30 percent.
Net cash decreased from $18 million to a
deficit of $357 million. While all subcontractor groups saw some improvement in
2012, the trends continued to be negative.
As the economy recovers, these depleted
subcontractor balance sheets will be
required to support working capital through
the expansion, making subcontractor
selection even more critical. Prudent contractors will use a subcontractor risk management system consisting of:
• subcontractor prequalification, including
financial, aggregate backlog and résumé
review;
• contract language to address any concerns with the subcontractor’s potential
performance;

Long-term subcontractor
relationships can
complicate decision-making.

• risk mitigation strategies for a failing contractor (e.g., credit enhancements, funds
control and management oversight);
• subcontractor bonds, which are available
to any obligee and provide an independent
prequalification and total risk transfer; and
• a forum for information-sharing among
sales, estimating and production staff. A
disastrous error can occur if sales or estimating relies on a competitive bid from a
subcontractor only to learn that production is struggling with that subcontractor’s performance on a current project.
As the market improves, some subcontractors will gorge themselves on
work, not appreciating the working capital required to fund those projects. Early
warning signs a contractor is suffering

]

include delays in providing prequalification information or a bond, excessive bid
spreads, early manpower issues, vendor
notices and negative feedback from other
subcontractors. Discipline is essential as
the market expands.
Subcontractor relationships are born
from successful results. Consequently,
the decision to use a specific subcontractor incorporates current financial aspects,
reputation, technical capability and historic working relationships.
Long-term subcontractor relationships
can complicate decision-making. Carefully developed and documented processes and procedures should govern the
process, minimizing subjectivity in emotional situations. Use a subcontractor risk
management system to generate healthy
discussion between staff and the decisionmaker, and to provide the framework for
objectively selecting and managing subcontractors, especially if a long-time partner is suspected of having problems.
Gregory S. Horne is AVP, contract underwriting officer at Liberty Mutual Surety.
For more information, email gregory.horne
@libertymutual.com.
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What I know:
I know that at any one time, we may have 30 large construction projects underway
all over the world.
I know that by hiring 70 percent of our workers from the community in which
we’re building, we build more than just a project.
I know the only way to run an international construction company is to delegate.
I know that coaching a competitive soccer team relates to running a successful
construction company in ways you might not realize.
I know that working with people is supremely satisfying.
I know our success is predicated upon allowing people to do what they know.
I know we can allow Bradley Arant Boult Cummings attorneys to do what they
know, and B.L. Harbert International will be well served.
That’s what I know.
JIM REIN
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
B.L. HARBERT INTERNATIONAL
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No representation is made that the quality of the legal services to be performed is greater than the quality of legal services performed by other lawyers. Contact: John B. Grenier, Esq., 1819 Fifth Avenue North, Birmingham, Alabama 35203
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BONDING ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM

SPURS ABC WEBINAR SERIES
TOPICS ARE GEARED
TOWARD SMALL AND
EMERGING CONTRACTORS

S

BY SAM CARRADINE

ince 2001, The Surety & Fidelity Association of America
(SFAA) has been represented on Associated Builders and
Contractors’ (ABC) National Diversity Committee, which
develops resources and tools to assist ABC members and chapters in working with America’s diverse workforce. Committee
initiatives range from developing a diversity value proposition for the construction industry to publishing an Employer
Guide to Diversity and Inclusion and funding diversity awards
for ABC chapters. These efforts embody both organizations’
belief that embracing diversity through education, awareness
and business practices is an empowering competitive advantage for their respective member companies and chapters.
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Also in 2001, SFAA started developing
the Model Contractor Development Program (MCDP®), which aims to increase
small and emerging contractors’ access to
bonding. Begun as a way to assist Local
Surety Associations (LSAs) in their efforts
to provide bonding for small contractors
in their areas, the MCDP® has evolved
into a comprehensive program of bonding
awareness, education and support. Based
on best practices in the surety industry, the
program now is a formal process of educational workshops and bond readiness
activities that have resulted in hundreds
of contractors becoming bondable for the
first time. Additionally, the program is the
SFAA’s primary vehicle for achieving the
dual goal of greater access to bonding and
increased contractor capability and capacity.
The MCDP® has been implemented
in several state and local jurisdictions
throughout the country, where it has been
highly successful in qualifying contractors
for the public construction bidding process.
To date, more than 1,500 contractors have
participated in various program initiatives,
and more than $400 million in bonding can
be attributed directly to the implementation
of the program. In addition to a national
program with the U.S. Department of
Transportation that began in 2010, major
MCDP® bonding assistance efforts have
occurred in New York, Mississippi, Texas,
Rhode Island, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana,
Maryland and the District of Columbia.

Your business is only as strong as
the insurance policies supporting it.
At The Graham Company, we believe every business should be supported
by strong insurance policies. That’s why we labor over each word to make
sure your policies are rock solid, and to make sure they’re uniquely tailored
to meet your needs. We know solid insurance coverage goes beyond the
words on a page. So we’re there whenever you need us with experienced
teams available 365 days a year. Our mission isn’t just to keep you covered,
it’s to keep your company growing, and to keep your employees safe.
At The Graham Company, we put words into action, because we believe
actions matter.

215-567-6300 www.grahamco.com
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When designing the educational workshop component of the MCDP®, SFAA
looked to ABC and other trade association partners for curricula development
and presentation materials. In particular, SFAA used part of ABC’s Emerging Contractor Reference Manual, first
published in 2000, to develop several of
its eight workshop modules. Since that
time, the workshops have been updated,
expanded and enhanced, and now serve as
the basis for a number of non-MCDP®
bonding education and assistance programs nationwide.
In 2008, SFAA and ABC signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
to increase small and emerging contractor expertise and participation in the
construction industry, as well as to make
ABC’s programs available to this segment
of contractors. Specific provisions of the
MOU include:
• encouraging and helping facilitate joint
educational and training programs for
small and emerging contractors among
ABC chapters, local surety associations,
and other local trade associations and
organizations;
• developing and implementing bonding

Another webinar series is
being planned for 2014.

assistance programs, such as SFAA’s
MCDP®, to help small and emerging
contractors increase their subcontracting and joint venture opportunities
with ABC construction firms, as well as
become stronger general contractors in
their own right; and
• supporting the use of mentor-protégé
programs to expose small and emerging contractors to skills, techniques and
resources that enhance their capability
and capacity.
This MOU brought the SFAA-ABC
relationship full circle. In March 2012,
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ABC embarked on a webinar series aimed
at small and emerging contractors that
covered topics such as business planning,
construction accounting, banking and
financing, bonding, estimating and bidding,
project management and field operations,
marketing and growth management. The
content for these webinars was adapted
from the educational component of SFAA’s
MCDP®. More than 1,100 contractors
attended the eight webinars.
In 2013, the series was expanded to
include 19 webinars, with new topics including fringe benefit compliance, contract
clauses and change order management, the
fundamentals of green building and how
to use social media as a small business. To
date, 12 webinars have attracted nearly 1,200
contractors. All of the webinars are archived
on www.abc.org under the Academy for
Construction Ethics, Compliance and Best
Practices. Another webinar series is being
planned for 2014.
Sam Carradine oversees The Surety & Fidelity
Association of America’s Diversity and Model
Contractor Development Program. For more
information, email scarradine@surety.org or
visit www.surety.org.
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NATIONAL SURETIES
Surety for an imperfect world. When other
sureties hesitate, call us.

ACSTAR Insurance Company
30 South Rd.
Farmington, CT 06032
Hank Nozko Jr. or Henry Nozko III
p: (860) 415-8400
f: (860) 404-5394
e: nozkojr@acstarins.com or
nozko3@acstarins.com
www.acstarins.com

Arch Insurance Group brings a high level
of understanding, claims and loss control
expertise to both construction and surety
marketplaces.

Boston Indemnity Group provides
surety solutions for small to medium
sized companies nationwide. With our
knowledge and creativity, we are able to
offer solutions to traditional surety clients
as well as specialty risks often dismissed
by the surety marketplace. We provide
superior service and are one of the few
markets available for environmental risks.

Boston Indemnity Group
21 High St., Ste. 208B
North Andover, MA 01845
Matthew J. Semeraro
p: (978) 984-5783
f: (617) 830-0862
e: msemeraro@bigsurety.com
www.bigsurety.com

Arch Insurance Group
Construction
One Liberty Plaza
New York, NY 10006
Brian Shea, Senior Vice President
p: (646) 563-6460
e: bshea@archinsurance.com
Surety
3 Parkway, Ste. 1500
Philadelphia, PA 19102
William Misero, Senior VP
p: (215) 606-1602
e: wmisero@archinsurance.com
www.archinsurance.com
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Capitol Indemnity Corporation is an
A-rated, treasury-listed surety company
licensed in the U.S. Our team includes
expert underwriters for commercial and
contract surety who have successfully been
doing business for more than 50 years.

Capitol Indemnity Corporation
115 Glastonbury Blvd., Ste. 5
Glastonbury, CT 06033
Lark Covell
p: (888) 244-3980
f: (888) 244-3981
e: lcovell@capitol.net
www.capitol.net/surety

Chubb Surety leads the industry with quality
customers, the best people, superior
service, and outstanding financial results.

Chubb Group of
Insurance Companies
15 Mountain View Rd.
Warren, NJ 07059
Rick Ciullo
p: (908) 903-5555
f: (908) 903-3450
e: rciullo@chubb.com
www.chubb.com/surety/
chubb1315.html

CNA Surety has the capacity, experience
and dedication to service a full range of
contract and commercial surety bonds in
all 50 states, Canada and Puerto Rico.

CNA Surety
333 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, IL 60604
Bill Waters
p: (312) 822-2334
f: (312) 755-7276
www.cna.com/surety

Providing collaborative
surety solutions to help you
compete and grow your business
on both sides of the border
– it’s our guarantee
For more information visit theguaranteeUS.com

Excellence, Expertise, Experience…Every time

TM
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Backed by 75 years of surety experience,
First Insurance Company of Hawaii surety
products are designed to serve emerging
to mid-sized construction companies.
In addition, First Insurance provides the
largest risk and safety management
department in Hawaii as well as a strong
construction insurance team that strives to
meet the needs of local contractors.

First Insurance Company of
Hawaii, Ltd.
1100 Ward Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96814
Melissa Current
p: (808) 527-7609
f: (808) 628-2547
e: melissa.current@ficoh.com
www.ficoh.com

The GuaranteeTM USA is a leader in
contract and commercial surety, providing
specialized surety products to small and
middle markets in the USA.

The Guarantee Company of
North America
One Towne Sq., Ste. 1470
Southfield, MI 48076
Stephen C. Ruschak, SVP & COO
p: (248) 281-0281 ext. 6003
f: (248) 750-0431
e: sruschak@gcna.com
theguaranteeus.com

The Hanover has been offering highlyrated surety capacity for more than 100
years. We excel at providing our agents
with complete solutions to a wide-range of
contract and commercial surety needs in
all 50 states.

The Hanover Insurance Group
440 Lincoln St.
Worcester, MA 01653
Robert Thomas
p: (508) 855-3987
e: rthomas@hanover.com
hanover.com
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Ironshore, through its IronBond platform,
utilizes its varied offerings in the surety
sector to provide bond solutions to meet
client needs. Ironshore is licensed in all
50 states, Washington D.C. and Puerto
Rico. The Ironshore group of companies
are rated A (Excellent) by A.M. Best with a
Financial Size Category of Class XIV.

Ironshore Indemnity
One State Street Plaza
New York, NY 10004
Charles Cygal
p: (646) 826-6782
e: charles.cygal@ironshore.com
www.ironshore.com

Our philosophy is simple: Provide the
fastest and most reasonable answer.
Through our unique approach to
underwriting, we are able to offer bonding
solutions for almost any situation. Our
experienced underwriting staff is well
versed in all lines of surety for traditional
and hard-to-place accounts. We strive to
exceed standard expectations and are
ready to support your bonding needs.

Lexon Surety Group
12890 Lebanon Rd.
Mount Juliet, TN 37122
David Campbell
p: (615) 553-9500
f: (615) 553-9502
e: submissions@lexonsurety.com
www.lexonsurety.com

Liberty Mutual Surety™ builds mutually
profitable relationships by providing
smart business solutions, ease of doing
business, and consistent, responsive
service through knowledgeable surety
professionals. We work with independent
agents and brokers to provide small
to large market bonding capacity for
construction firms, manufacturers, and
suppliers, as well as commercial bonds for
corporations and individuals.

Liberty Mutual Surety
Interchange Corporate Ctr.
450 Plymouth Road, Ste. 400
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Roland Richter
p: (610) 832-8240
f: (866) 547-4880
Safeco Plaza
1001 4th Ave., Ste.1700
Seattle, WA 08154
p: (206) 473-3799
f: (866) 548-6837
e: surety@libertymutual.com
www.libertymutualsurety.com

Merchants Bonding Company is among
the top 15 surety writers in the United
States, and has achieved an “A” (excellent)
rating with A.M. Best for 55 consecutive
years. Merchants serves all 50 states and
has offices in Des Moines, IA, Austin, TX,
Dallas, TX and Seattle, WA.

Merchants Bonding Company
2100 Fleur Dr.
Des Moines, IA 50321
Michael Foster
p: (800) 678-8171
f: (515) 243-3854
e: mfoster@merchantsbonding.com
www.merchantsbonding.com

Philadelphia Insurance Companies (PHLY)
is rated A++ Superior from A.M. Best and
offers a competitively priced suite of
bonding options for qualified contract and
commercial surety accounts.

Philadelphia Insurance
Companies
1 Bala Plaza, Ste. 100
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Edward Titus
p: (855) 411-0797
e: edward.titus@phly.com
www.phly.com

DOES IT TAKE
YOUR SURETY
TOO LONG TO
GE T TO THE

POINT?
A STRONG GRIP
We listen to get a firm grasp of your
business operations and better serve
your bonding needs. You’ve never
experienced customer service like this.

MORE THAN INK
Surety bonds are more than ink on
paper to us. We underwrite every
bond “in-house.” Every customer,
regardless of size, is important to us.

GIVE US A TRY
The next time you need a bond, call
Surety One. We’ll work aggressively
and quickly to deliver the bond you
need at a price you can afford.

SURETY ONE, INC.

(800) 373-2804 OR (787) 333-0222

| UNDERWRITING@SURETYONE.ORG | WWW.SURETYONE.ORG

Surety One, Inc. is licensed in all fifty states, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Dominican Republic.
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NATIONAL BROKERS
Surety one, Inc., domiciled in Puerto Rico
and licensed in all 50 states, U.S. Virgin
Islands and Dominican Republic, offers
surety bonds (commercial and contract),
fidelity bonds and financial guarantee.

Surety One, Inc.
5 W. Hargett St., 4th Fl.
Raleigh, NC 27601
Constantin Poindexter
p: (787) 333-0222
e: underwriting@suretyone.org
www.suretyone.org

For more than 100 years, Travelers has
enjoyed a rich heritage as a leader in the
surety industry. Travelers provides a variety
of surety products and services to general
and heavy contractors, construction
managers and subcontractors of all sizes.

Travelers Bond &
Financial Products
1 Tower Square
Hartford, CT 06183
Gregg Lyon
p: (860) 954-2416
e: glyon@travelers.com
www.travelersbond.com

Zurich Surety helps U.S., Canadian, and
internationally based customers succeed
by offering meaningful surety capacity
though a relationship based approach.

Zurich
600 Red Brook Blvd.
Owings Mills, MD, 21117
Jerry Haley
p: (410) 559-8723
f: (866) 947-1075
e: gerald.haley@zurichna.com
www.zurichna.com/surety
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Since 1925, Alliant has provided surety
and insurance solutions for contractors
and developers. Recently, Alliant created
The New Option in construction risk
advisory. Bringing together the most
experienced surety and insurance
professionals in the United States, we offer
a new experience in surety and insurance
expertise. We are The New Option.

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.
Richard Ferrucci
p: (516) 414-8900
e: rferrucci@alliant.com
Michael Cusack
p: (617) 535-7200
e: mcusack@alliant.com
www.alliant.com

Building wealth and creating opportunity in
partnership with our clients.

Aon Construction Services Group
Michael J. Herrod
EVP - Managing Director, Surety
p: (832) 476-5869
e: michael.herrod@aon.com
www.aon.com

Frontier Bonding Service, LLC is a
managing general agency specializing in
surety bonds. Appointed agents can use
our website to quote, issue, and manage
their book of business 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. Our goal is to exceed
your expectations and become your go-to
market for all your surety needs.

Frontier Bonding Service
155 NE 100th St., Ste. 201
Seattle, WA 98125
Mark M. Wilson
p: (206) 281-8411
f: (206) 281-8456
e: mwilson@frontierbonding.com
www.frontierbonding.com

The Graham Company is an insurance
brokerage committed to enhancing
employee safety and business viability
through an action oriented approach to
risk management. It focuses on P&C,
surety, and employee benefits programs.

The Graham Company
One Penn Sq. W., 25th Fl.
Philadelphia, PA 19102
Michael J. Mitchell, CPA, CPCU
p: (215) 567-6300
f: (215) 525-0225
e: feedback@grahamco.com
www.grahamco.com

Offering surety, property and casualty,
and risk management programs designed
specifically for the construction industry.
Offices located throughout Oklahoma,
Texas, Arkansas, Arizona and California.

INSURICA Insurance
Management Network
5100 N. Classen Blvd., Ste. 300
Oklahoma City, OK 73118
Jeff Burton
p: (405) 523-2100
f: (405) 556-2332
e: jburton@insurica.com
www.insurica.com

We are a full service surety bond agency
that specializes in writing bonds for
individuals and companies of all sizes.
Through our unique approach, we are able
to respond efficiently and expediently to
the requests of our clients, providing them
with the surety bonds needed to meet
their bonding requirements.

Old Hickory Insurance Agency
12890 Lebanon Rd.
Mount Juliet, TN 37122
Chris Dobbs
p: (615) 553-9500
f: (615) 553-9502
e: submission@oldhickoryinsurance.com
www.oldhickoryinsurance.com

PLAN TO DO

MORE

BUSINESS
WITH

A
B
C
MEMBERS
IN 2014

2014
GE T THE

MEDIA KIT
ConExec.us/CE2014MK

PRINT • DIGITAL • ENEWS
WEB • SOCIAL
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For more than two decades, South Coast
Surety has provided surety support to
contractors. As a national surety agency
we can provide that much needed extra in
experience and response.

South Coast Surety
1100 Via Callejon, Ste. A
San Clemente, CA 92673
Steven Swartz
p: (949) 361-1692
(800) 361-1720
f: (949) 361-9926
e: surety@southcoastsurety.com
http://southcoastsurety.com/

We are the surety leader in placing
mid-size contract accounts, developer/
subdivision risks and hard to place
commercial surety business, countrywide.
We have market authority and strong
market relationships. We dig deeper to
find intelligent surety solutions for brokers
and clients alike.

Surety Advisors Risk Management
240 Cedar Knolls Rd., Ste. 308
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927
Kieran J. Moran
p: (973) 993-5403
e: kmoran@suretyadvisors.com
www.suretyadvisors.com

Wells Fargo Insurance provides a unified
resource to help our clients meet the
more stringent requirements of the surety
industry to ultimately pre-qualify for the
work our clients are seeking.

Wells Fargo Insurance Services
USA, Inc.
330 Madison Ave., 7th Fl.
New York, N Y 10017
William F. Maroney
p: (917) 368-6838
c: (917) 882-6307
f: (855) 235-9953
e: william.f.maroney@wellsfargo.com
https://wellsfargo.com/wfis

REGIONAL FIRMS
ALABAMA
Cobbs Allen
115 Office Park Dr., Ste. 200
Birmingham, AL 35223
Gregg A. Tatum
p: (205) 414-8100
f: (205) 414-8105
e: gtatum@cobbsallen.com
www.cobbsallen.com

ARIZONA

Offering surety, property and
casualty, and risk management
programs designed specifically for the
construction industry.

ARKANSAS

CALIFORNIA

p: (661) 834-6222
f: (661) 281-4992
e: rburcham@insurica.com
www.insurica.com

Specializing in construction surety, risk
management and best practices, no
other agency has garnered more surety
industry awards. None. Anywhere.
Begin a new partnership with us today.

At Gallagher Construction Services,
it’s no accident that construction is our
middle name. Building surety programs
for contractors is our specialty. We do
more than help protect your business,
we help build it!

ISU
Busby-Stone Risk Management
9201 Camino Media, Ste. 250
Bakersfield, CA 93311
Gregory C. Stone, CIC, MLIS, CRIS
p: (661) 665-9150
f: (66) 665-9192
e: gstone@busbystone.com
www.busbystone.com

The Cashion Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 550
Little Rock, AR 72203
Matthew K. Cashion, Jr. CIC, CRM
Nick Peters, CIC
p: (800) 523-2147
f: (501) 376-2118
e: info@cashionco.com
www.cashionco.com

Gallagher Construction
Services
1 Market, Spear Tower, Ste. 200
San Francisco, CA 94105
Brian Cooper
p: (415) 288-1620
f: (415) 391-1882
e: brian_cooper@ajg.com
www.ajg.com/construction

INSURICA / Minard-Ames

Insurance Services
4646 E. Van Buren St., Ste. 200
Phoenix, AZ 85008
Mike Specht
p: (602) 273-1625
f: (602) 273-0212
e: mspecht@insurica.com
www.insurica.com
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Offering surety, property and
casualty, and risk management
programs designed specifically for the
construction industry.

INSURICA / Risk Services of
Arkansas
1501 Mart Dr.
Little Rock, AR 72202
Steve Russell
p: (501) 666-6653
f: (501) 666-7168
e: srussell@riskservicesar.com
www.insurica.com
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COLORADO

IMA provides strategic guidance for
our clients in navigating complex surety
issues to help them meet their goals.
Offering surety, property and
casualty, and risk management
programs designed specifically for
the construction industry. Additional
California offices are lcated in Lake
Isabella, Palmdale, Paso Robles,
Porterville and Tulare.

INSURICA / Walter Mortensen
Insurance
8500 Stockdale Hwy., Ste. 200
Bakersfield, CA 93311
Ron Burcham

IMA, Inc.
1705 17th Street
Denver, CO 80202
Sarah Finn
p: (303) 534-4567
e: sarah.finn@imacorp.com
www.imacorp.com

Your path to world-class safety products

Our Partners:

Visit www.abc.org/safetydirect
to learn more about exclusive savings for ABC members!
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CONNECTICUT

Groundbreaking insurance and
bonding programs specialized for your
business with more than 60 years of
experience in all types of construction
surety. Please visit our blog at
bddinsurance.com/blog.

Bruen Deldin DiDio Associates
1062 Barnes Rd., Ste. 303
Wallingford, CT 06492
Jeffery P. Deldin
p: (800) 660-6934
f: (203) 269-8155
e: jdeldin@bddinsurance.com
www.bddinsurance.com

MARYLAND

Centennial Surety is one of the largest
bond specialists in the region. Through
our extensive bonding network, we can
service contractors of any size.

Centennial Surety
Associates, Inc.
251 Najoles Rd., Ste. H
Millersville, MD 21108
Michael E. Schendel
p: (410) 888-9110 X205
(301) 725-1855
f: (301) 725-2430
e: mike@centennialsurety.com
www.centennialsurety.com

OHIO
For 25 years, Rudnik Surety, Inc.
has focused on providing contract
surety bonding services, with a strong
commitment to new and emerging
contractors, as well as larger, wellestablished construction firms nationwide.

Full service insurance agency,
specializing in construction
insurance, surety bonding and
employee benefits.

Rudnik Surety, Inc.
PO Box 120176
New Brighton, MN 55112
Nick Newton
p: (651) 705-7960
f: (763) 786-9444
e: nick@rudniksurety.com
www.rudniksurety.com

Dawson Companies
1340 Depot St., Ste. 300
Cleveland, OH 44116
Kyp Ross
p: (800) 860-0090
f: (440) 356-3732
e: kross@dawsoncompanies.com
www.dawsoncompanies.com

NEW JERSEY

OKLAHOMA

DELAWARE

A leading insurance, risk management
and employee benefits brokerage and
consulting firm. Offers customized
programs designed to align with
organizational goals and drive bottomline growth.

Conner Strong & Buckelew
40 Lake Center Executive Park
401 Rte. 73 N.
P.O. Box 989
Marlton, NJ 08053
Travis Shaffer
p: (267) 702-2180
f: (856) 685-2213
e: tshaffer@connerstrong.com
www.connerstrong.com

FLORIDA

Full service insurance agency,
specializing in construction
insurance, surety bonding and
employee benefits.

Dawson Companies
3501 Del Prado Blvd., Ste. 204
Cape Coral, FL 33904
Matt Bevins
p: (239) 542-1533
f: (239) 542-5527
e: mbevins@dawsoncompanies.com
www.dawsoncompanies.com
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E,C & S is a risk management firm with
local roots and global reach. Our surety
experts are proud to service the MidAtlantic’s finest construction firms.

Early, Cassidy & Schilling, Inc.
15200 Omega Dr., Ste. 100
Rockville, MD 20850
Lynne Cook
p: (301) 948-5800
f: (240) 864-8168
e: cooklw@ecsinsure.com
www.ecsinsure.com

MINNESOTA

A leading insurance, risk management
and employee benefits brokerage and
consulting firm. Offers customized
programs designed to align with
organizational goals and drive bottomline growth.

Conner Strong & Buckelew
40 Lake Center Executive Park
401 Rte. 73 N.
Marlton, NJ 08053
Travis Shaffer
p: (267) 702-2180
f: (856) 685-2213
e: tshaffer@connerstrong.com
www.connerstrong.com

Offering surety, property and
casualty, and risk management
programs designed specifically for
the construction industry. Additional
Oklahoma offices are lcated in Norman,
Lawton and Tulsa.

INSURICA Insurance
Management Network
5100 N. Classen Blvd., Ste. 300
Oklahoma City, OK 73118
Jeff Burton
p: (405) 523-2100
f: (405) 556-2332
e: jburton@insurica.com
www.insurica.com

NEW YORK
Since 1919, CSD&Z has focused on
providing customized insurance, surety
and risk management solutions to its
construction and design clients.

Cobb Strecker Dunphy
& Zimmermann, Inc.
150 S. 5th St., Ste. 2800
Minneapolis, MN 55402
John Tauer
p: (612) 349-2400
f: (612) 349-2491
e: jtauer@csdz.com
www.csdz.com
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Oklahoma’s premier surety company for
over 50 years.
Groundbreaking insurance and
bonding programs specialized for your
business with more than 60 years of
experience in all types of construction
surety. Please visit our blog at
bddinsurance.com/blog.

Bruen Deldin DiDio Associates
3 Starr Ridge Rd., Ste. 100
Brewster, NY 10509
Jeffery P. Deldin
p: (800) 660-6934
f: (845) 279-8482
e: jdeldin@bddinsurance.com
www.bddinsurance.com

Mid-Continent Group
1437 S. Boulder, Ste. 200
Tulsa, OK 74119
Todd Bazata, V.P., Surety Bonds
p: (888) 918-7717
f: (918) 588-1296
e: tbazata@mcg-ins.com
www.mcg-ins.com

oc ToB er 12Th , 10:15 p.M .

A good NIghT’S
Sleep, wITh BlANkeT
coverAge
IN AN
INS TANT,

B il l l e w is
m A N Age d his
r i sk A N d goT
The j o B d o Ne

The hotel renovation had to be completed in five
weeks. it would take multiple subcontractors to
pull it off, and Bill had no time to waste on
paperwork or mistakes. Thanks to CNA’s Blanket
Additional insured Coverage, the contractors
insured with CNA’s form could meet the project’s
insurance requirements and start working without
delay — allowing Bill to meet his deadline, and
sleep like a baby.

when it comes to trade-specific coverages
that increase efficiency and peace of
®
mind … we can show you more.
To learn how CNA’s builders and contractors program can help you maximize
business efficiency, contact your independent agent or visit www.cna.com/abc.

The examples provided in this material are for illustrative
purposes only and any similarity to actual individuals,
entities, places or situations is unintentional and purely
coincidental. Please remember that only the relevant
insurance policy can provide the actual terms, coverages,
amounts, conditions and exclusions for an insured. All
products and services may not be available in all states and
may be subject to change without notice. CNA is a registered
trademark of CNA Financial Corporation. Copyright © 2013
CNA. All rights reserved.
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PENNSYLVANIA

RHODE ISLAND

A leading insurance, risk management
and employee benefits brokerage and
consulting firm. Offers customized
programs designed to align with
organizational goals and drive bottomline growth.

Groundbreaking insurance and
bonding programs specialized for your
business with more than 60 years of
experience in all types of construction
surety. Please visit our blog at
bddinsurance.com/blog.

Conner Strong & Buckelew
Two Liberty Pl.
50 S. 16th St., Ste. 3600
Philadelphia, PA 19102
Travis Shaffer
p: (267) 702-2180
f: (856) 685-2213
e: tshaffer@connerstrong.com
www.connerstrong.com

Bruen Deldin DiDio Associates
2435 Nooseneck Hill Rd., Ste. A-5
Coventry, RI 02816
Jeffery P. Deldin, Pierson Cronin
& Jacobson (subsidiary of Bruen
Deldin DiDio Assoc.)
p: (401) 822-1000
f: (401) 385-9987
e: jdeldin@bddinsurance.com
www.bddinsurance.com

TEXAS
Offering surety, property and
casualty, and risk management
programs designed specifically for the
construction industry. Additional Texas
offices are located in Arlington, Austin,
Baytown, Houston, Palestine, San
Antonio and Tyler.

INSURICA Insurance
Management Network
2301 W. Plano Pkwy., Ste. 108
Plano, TX 75075
Mike Haselden
p: (469) 443-3488
f: (866) 652-9394
e: mhaselden@insurica.com
www.insurica.com

Talon Insurance Agency offers insurance
services, risk management, claims management, human resources, and OSHA
training & assistance.

Talon Insurance Agency, LTD.

3500 Highway 365
Port Arthur, TX 77642
Joe Bass
p: (409) 721-6400
f: (409) 721-9600
e: jbass@talonins.com
www.talonins.com

VIRGINIA

First-ever recipient of U.S. SBA Surety
Bond Producer of the Year Award. Let
us help you obtain your first bond or
increase your capacity.

Construction Bonds, Inc.
(A division of Murray Securus)
1110 Herndon Pkwy., Ste. 307
Herndon, VA 20170
Joshua A. Etemadi
p: (703) 934-1000
f: (703) 934-1009
e: joshua@sbabonds.com
www.sbabonds.com

WorkforceUnderConstruction

Everyone is talking about the skills gap. The merit shop is working to close it.

Are you part of the solution?
Join us at WorkforceUnderConstruction.com
@WF_construction
90
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Facebook.com/WorkforceUnderConstruction

SURETY BONDING
ADVISORS &
CONSULTANTS
CPA FIRMS
You can improve your cash flow,
operational efficiencies and decisionmaking through the implementation
of effective tax strategies, accounting,
and audit processes our construction
accounting team can provide to you.

Abbott, Stringham & Lynch
1550 Leigh Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125
Jill Merrigan
p: (408) 377-8700
f: (408) 377-0821
e: jmerrigan@aslcpa.com
www.aslcpa.com/construction

Armao LLP is committed to providing
our clients with exceptional accounting,
auditing, tax, financial, wealth
management and advisory services.
Visit us at www.armaollp.com for an
array of resources to benefit to you,
your company and your clients.

Armao LLP
1055 Franklin Ave., Ste. 204
Garden City, NY 11530
Salvatore J. Armao, CPA/PFS,
CFP, CFE, CGMA
p: (516) 320-7220
f: (516) 256-4620
e: sarmao@armaollp.com
www.armaollp.com

Aronson LLC helps construction
companies across the Mid-Atlantic
region reach their maximum profit
potential through comprehensive
accounting services, innovative
business advice and industry-specific
technology services.
Aronson LLC

805 King Farm Blvd., Ste. 300
Rockville, MD 20850
Tim Cummins
p: (301) 231-6213
e: tcummins@aronsonllc.com
www.aronsonllc.com

CohnReznick LLP provides forward
thinking advice that helps contractors
fortify working capital, improve
productivity, and strengthen banking
and surety programs. With more than
2,000 employees, we provide the
resources, technical skills, and industry
knowledge to help clients achieve their
financial objectives.

CohnReznick, LLP
Jack Callahan, Partner, Construction
Industry Practice Leader
p: (877) 704-3500
e: jack.callahan@cohnreznick.com
www.cohnreznick.com

Cantor Novak Beaver & Pike, PC
141 Friends Lane, Ste. 100
Newtown, PA 18940
Terry Cantor, CPA
p: (215) 550-2954
f: (215) 550-2955
e: tcantor@cnbpcpas.com
www.cnbpcpas.com

COMING IN JANUARY 2014…

YOUR CONSTRUCTION EXECUTIVE WITH
A NEW LOOK AND NEW COVERAGE!
November 2013 Construction EXECUTIVE
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Dedicated exclusively to construction
contractors for over 38 years.
Unparalleled wisdom in dealing with
the entire range of key industry players.
Solid, reliable financial reporting
and advice. Expert tax planning and
compliance.

E. F. Alvarez & Company, P.A.
782 N.W. 42nd Ave., Ste. 545
Miami, FL 33126
Emilio Alvarez, CPA
p: (305) 444-6503
f: (305) 444-3840
e: ealvarez@efacpa.com
www.efacpa.com

Our team utilizes its extensive
construction expertise to provide
specialized industry services, such as
industry consulting, transaction plans,
financial reporting and tax planning,
with the main goal of helping our clients
achieve financial success.

Ellin & Tucker, Chartered
100 S. Charles St., Ste. 1300
Baltimore, MD 21201
Todd Feuerman, CPA, MBA, CCA
p: (410) 727-5735
e: tfeuerman@ellinandtucker.com
www.ellinandtucker.com

Plante Moran’s multidisciplinary team
of business advisors addresses
business issues, including succession
planning; financial planning; audit;
tax planning and consulting; efficiency
issues regarding construction
processes; operations assessment
and development; and technology
enhancement.

Our expertise in the construction
industry is widely regarded, having
the most comprehensive construction
practice in the region, providing services
for over 300 construction companies.

Grassi & Co.
488 Madison Ave., 21st Fl.
New York, NY 10022
Louis C. Grassi, CPA, CFE
p: (212) 661-6166
f: (212) 755-6748
e: cpas@grassicpas.com
www.grassicpas.com

Plante Moran
27400 Northwestern Hwy.
P.O. Box 307
Southfield, MI 48307-0307
Thomas Doyle
p: (248) 223-3402
f: (248) 352-0018
e: thomas.doyle@plantemoran.com
www.plantemoran.com

An active member in the construction
industry for the past 50 years providing
builders and contractors with a wealth
of exceptional and innovative tax,
accounting, auditing, risk management
and advisory services helping clients
stay ahead of the curve to meet and
achieve their goals.

Rosen Seymour Shapss
Martin & Company LLP
New York
757 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10017
Frank A. Petitto, CPA, Partner
p: (212) 303-1037
f: (212) 755-5600
e: fpetitto@rssmcpa.com
New City
10 Esquire Rd.
New City, NY 10956
Michael Hochman, CPA, CCIFP,
Partner
p: (845) 634-5300
f: (845) 634-5409
e: mhochman@rssmcpa.com
www.rssmcpa.com

Surety programs to help
maximize your business
Local service, national resources, customized risk
management, surety solutions. This coupled with Wells
Fargo Insurance’s commitment means we will work
with you to help design an effective program to help
enhance your surety credit, maximize working capital,
and increase your bottom line.
Wells Fargo Insurance Services USA, Inc.
Kathleen Mitchell
Senior Vice President
National Practice Leader, Surety
206-892-9209
kathleen.mitchell@wellsfargo.com
William F. Maroney
Senior Vice President
National Practice Leader, Surety
917-368-6838
william.f.maroney@wellsfargo.com
© 2012 Wells Fargo Insurance Services USA, Inc. All rights reserved.
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TravisWolff is an independent accounting
and advisory firm that has offered a
full range of tax, audit and consulting
services to owner-operated construction
companies for over 20 years.

Travis Wolff
15950 N. Dallas Pkwy., Ste. 600
Dallas, TX 75248
Michael Means, CPA
p: (972) 590-5217
f: (972) 490-4120
e: mmeans@traviswolff.com
Geoff Gunn, CPA
p: (972) 590-5232
f: (972) 490-4120
e: ggunn@traviswolff.com
www.traviswolff.com

Warren Averett’s Construction Practice
Group, made up of 40+ experienced
professionals, adds value through tax
strategies and business consulting to
help construction businesses operate
successfully.

Birmingham, AL 35243
Rick Neathammer
p: (800) 759-7857
e: rick.neathammer@
warrenaverett.com
www.warrenaverett.com

LAW FIRMS

Sedgwick’s Construction Practices
Group, comprised of nationally
recognized lawyers, represents the
spectrum of participants in construction
projects. Services range from review
and drafting of construction documents
to handling large scale disputes in
litigation.

Our Construction and Procurement law
practice has over 36 attorneys focused
on serving our construction industry
clients locally, across the U.S. and
throughout the world.

Sedgwick LLP
333 Bush St., 30th Fl.
San Francisco, CA 94104-2806
James P. Diwik
p: (415) 781-7900
f: (415) 781-2635
e: james.diwik@sedgwicklaw.com
www.sedgwicklaw.com

Bradley Arant
Boult Cummings LLP
One Federal Pl.
1819 Fifth Ave. N.
Birmingham, AL 35203
Jim Archibald, Partner
p: (205) 521-8520
f: (205) 488-6520
e: jarchibald@babc.com
www.babc.com

Warren Averett, LLC
2500 Acton Rd.

WTHF is top-ranked in construction law
by Chambers, the Legal 500, and the
U.S. News-Best Lawyers “Best Law
Firms” Report. Serving client needs
worldwide via offices in Virginia, California,
Nevada, Washington, Florida, and Illinois.

McLean, VA 22102
Lewis Baker, Managing Partner
p: (703) 749-1000
f: (703) 893-8029
e: contactus@wthf.com
www.wthf.com

RATING SERVICES

S&P Capital IQ is a leading provider of
multi-asset class and real time data,
research and analytics for commercial
and contract surety insurers.

S&P Capital IQ
55 Water St., Fl. 49
New York, NY 10041
Kevin Morrissey
p: (212) 438-4102 or
(917) 842-1055
f: (212)-438-3959
e: kmorrissey@spcapitaliq.com
www.spcapitaliq.com

Watt, Tieder, Hoffar &
Fitzgerald, LLP
8405 Greensboro Dr., Ste. 100

SEDGWICK
RULE #137

WHOEVER SAID

“WINNING

find the balance to gain
a competitive edge

ISN’T

EVERYTHING,”

LOST.

Sedgwick Construction Law Practices Group
Chambers Ranked in 2012, 2013

www.sedgwicklaw.com

In today’s economic environment, you need a
competitive edge. For more than 30 years, the
Grassi & Co. Construction Practice has been helping
contractors minimize their tax liability, uncover potential
savings, and build for the future.

Manhattan

212.661.6166

Long Island

516.256.3500

www.grassicpas.com
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